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Executive Summary

This report...shows  that
commp tion grow tb in
the United States has
not been zmzmal~y
rapid in the 198Os,
tba t the conventional
measures  which show
Iow saving rates alpe
misleading and that
private investm& t has
not been constrained by
a sboz$all of saving.

I t is widely believed that one of the fundamental problems of the
United States economy in recent years has been a “spending binge”
on the part of American consumers. Proponents of this view have
cited as proof the behavior of certain selected economic indicators,
particularly the high percentage of personal disposable income
devoted to consumption expenditures and the corresponding
decline in the personal saving rate in the period 1985 to 1988.
Acceptance of the spending binge hypothesis has led to demands for
the federal government to adopt rnore consumption taxes (e.g.,
excise taxes or a value added tax) or saving incentives (e.g., tax
breaks for capital gains or Individual Retirement Accounts) in order
to remedy the supposed “saving shortfall.”

This report refutes the hypothesis that the private household
sector as a whole has been “overconsuming” in recent years. It
shows that consumption growth in the United States has not been
unusually rapid in the 198Os, that the conventional measures which
show low saving rates are misleading and that private investment
has not been constrained by a shortfall of saving. The fundamental
problem of the American economy in the 1980s was not overcon-
sumption, but underproduction.

The specific findings of the study can be summarized as follows:

l In the 198Os, only the richest 20 percent of households experi-
enced a high average growth rate of real consumption spending.
The bottom 80 percent of households had, on average, little or no
growth of their real consumption expenditures in the last decade.
Most of the increase in the average consumption-GNP ratio can be
explained by higher personal interest income, increased personal
wealth (net worth) and cash realizations from sales of equity due to
corporate takeovers- all of which are highly concentrated among
the richest households. If anyone was overconsuming in the 198Os,
it was the upper income families--not the average American family.

l The overall growth of consumption was no more rapid over the
decade of the 1980s than in the previous three decades; by some
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Consumption appears
excessive relative to
national income largely
because national income
was depressed in the
1980s.

measures it even slowed down. Although aggregate real personal
consumption expenditures per capita did grow rapidly in 198.5-88,
this rapid growth appears to have been a delayed effort to make up
for the losses in consumption during the prolonged recessionary
period of 1980-82. As of 1988, real per capita consumption had
still not returned to its pre-1979 trend growth line.

l Consumption appears excessive relative to national income
largely because national income was depressed in the 1980s. Gross
national product and personal disposable income grew even more
slowly than personal consumption in the 1980s. The trade deficit,
which is due to factors (e.g., exchange rates, declining competitive-
ness and macro policies) which are beyond the control of private
households, seems to be largely responsible for the slow growth of
domestic production and national income.

l The appearance of low rates of net private saving and investment
is mainly due to high rates of economic depreciation of the nation’s
capital stock, not to a lack of thrift in the private sector. The rising
depreciation rate seems to be partly the benign effect of technologi-
cal changes which have made ‘capital equipment shorter-lived, and
partly a reflection of slow output growth and short planning hori-
zons. Gross corporate saving (cash flow), as a percentage of GNP,
was higher in 1985-88 than at any time in recent decades. Since
this cash flow is the main source of finance for business investment,
the claim that investment has been constrained by a “saving short-
fall” is without foundation. Indeed, gross investment spending has
been about the same, as a percentage of GNP, as it was in most of
the postwar period.

l 15hile  gross corporate profits were robust in the 1980s net
profits of nonfinancial corporations were squeezed by the combina-
tion of high economic depreciation allowances and high net interest
payments. The rising burden of net interest payments in the 1980s
redistributed income from business firms to wealthy households,
thus enabling the latter to increase their consumption spending.

l The low personal saving rate of 1985-88 can be explained large-
ly by the fact that the value of wealth rose rapidly in that period,
enabling wealthy households to spend more out of current income
while still increasing their assets. And while the conventional mea-
sure of the personal saving rate declined, broader measures of per-
sonal savings were not historically low in that period.



The tax poZicy changes
of the last decade have
gene?-ally favored the
richest ten percent of
the population, and
this is the only grozlp
which has been able
to inn-ease its Ipeal
consumption spending
rapidly in the last
decade.

This report has important implications for the management of
U.S. fiscal policy-especially with regard to the incidence of taxa-
tion. The analysis shows that there is no special need to use tax
policy to discourage mass consumption or to encourage personal
saving. Rather, since the tax policy changes of the last decade have
generally favored the richest ten percent of the population, and
since this is the only group which has been able to increase its real
consumption spending rapidly in the last decade, there is a pnhza
ficie case for restoring at least the pre- 1980 degree of progressivity
of the tax system.
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Introduction

A fimdamental  prob- A common theme in recent economic discussions is the idea that

lem of “ovezonsump- the United States has embarked on a “consumption binge” which is

tion, ” 0~ a “savings
depleting the nation’s ability to provide for future growth. The
American people, it is said, are “living beyond their means.” In the

shoq%all”.  . . is held by popular press, this notion is often interpreted as signifying a mas-

maT2y to be responsible sive moral failure on the part of the citizenry: the average American

fo7- most of the nati 5- family seems to be selling its birthright for a mess of appliances.’

eco72omic ills.
While professional economists have been much more circumspect
in assigning blame,’many have nonetheless argued vociferously
that the US. economy suffers from a fundamental problem of
“overconsumption,” or a “savings shortfall.” This problem is held
by many to be responsible for most of the nation’s economic ills,
ranging from declining international competitiveness to slow pro-
ductivity growth to stagnant real wages.

If one accepts the overconsumption thesis, it follows that the
nation’s economic problems cannot be solved without reducing the
average American family’s purchases of goods and services, i.e., cut-
ting its standard of living, at least in the short run. In order to
accomplish this, many economists favor shifting the main burden of
federal taxation from the income tax to some kind of consumption
tax.’ Various ways of ta.xing  consumption have been suggested,
such as a value added tax (VAT), a national sales tax, increased excise
taxes on particular commodities or a personal consumption tax
(similar to the income tax but with saving subtracted from income).
Another proposal often justified on these grounds is to cut back on
Social Security and Medicare benefits for America’s elderly. In
addition, all kinds of tax incentives for saving, from cutting taxes on
capital gains and dividends to raising the deduction for Individual
Retirement Accounts (IRA-s), have been advocated (see 14?alker  and
Bloomfield, eds., 1990). And if nothing else can be done, it is
argued, then we must suppress consumer demand through restric-
tive fiscal policy. Thus Summers and Carroll (1987, p. 635) argue,
“Unless new ways of encouraging private saving can be found, it
may be necessary for the federal government to run chronic budget
surpluses in coming years.”



This I’-epoyT  challenges
the asseY-tion  that per-
sonal consumption has
been wmszkally high,
and that private saving
has been unusually
depressed, in the U.S.
in the 1980s.

No one can disagree with the point that the United States, like
any society, must provide for its future by investing an adequate
portion of its current income. Nor can it be denied that the US. is
failing to invest adequately to provide for future needs. The loss of
international competitiveness in high-technology areas, sluggish
productivity Lgrowth and lagging real wages, and the chronic trade
deficits which have transformed the U.S. into a net debtor country4
are all troubling signs about our economic future. But it remains to
be seen whether any of these or related problems are attributable to
a generalized overconsumption binge by &American households.

Of course, one can always make the tautologically true state-
ment that a country with a current account (trade) deficit must be
spending in excess of its income, as implied by the macroeconomic
identit?;

Current Account Balance =
Ket Exports of Goods and Services’

= National Income - Domestic Spending
= Saving - Investment - Government Budget Deficit
= Net foreign investment.

But no ctrz~srzl inferences can be drawn merely from the fact that this
balance is negative.6 While the federal government has been run-
ning large budget deficits, at least by conventional accounting pro-
cedures,’ it is by no means obvious that excessive personal con-
sumption spending or low private saving are independent cases of
the negative current account balance-or that increasing the private
saving rate would necessarily stimulate additional domestic invest-
ment.

This report challenges the assertion that personal consumption
has been unusually high, and that private saving has been unusually
depressed, in the U.S. in the 1980s. This report shows that differ-
ent measures of consumption and saving rates, as well as different
choices of the time periods compared, give very different impres-
sions of how the 1980s compare with previous decades.’ Further-
more, we shall show that most of the measured increase in the ratio
of consumption to national income in the 1980s can be explained
by factors beyond the control of individual consumers-not only
federal tax and spending policies but also structural changes in the
economy.



Part of what appears to
be widespl-end overcon-
szmption by the aver-
age AmeCan farnib is
in fact a fimction of the
increasing concen P-a-
tion of income and
w ea Ztb iTz American
society .

One of the most important findings is that part of what appears
to be widespread overconsumption by the average American family
is in fact a function of the increasing concentration of income and
wealth in American society. Survey data reveal that only the top
one-fifth of households experienced rapid growth of real consump-
tion expenditures in the 1980s. And econometric analysis of the
aggregate data shows that, after correcting for demographic shifts,
most of the increase in the consumption share of national income
can be attributed to higher interest income, personal wealth and
cash realizations from corporate takeovers-all of which are highly
concentrated at the top of the social scale. Since most of the pro-
posed measures to cut consumption and boost saving are distribu-
tionally regressive, they would impose most of the adjustment bur-
den on those who have shared the least (if at all) in excessive
consumption in this decade, while further worsening inequality in
American society.

I also find that some of the statistics which are usually relied
upon to support the “consumption binge” and “saving shortfall”
arguments actually reflect a different problem which is rarely
acknowledged or discussed: the rising rate of depreciation of the
nation’s capital stock. The main culprit in reducing the measured
?zet private saving and investment rates in the U.S. economy in the
1980s is historically unprecedented economic depreciation, not
excessive consumer spending. In addition, the nation’s drift into
chronic trade deficits-caused by the combined effects of domestic
public dissaving (the federal budget deficit), tight monetary policy,
foreign exchange market “bubbles,” declining competitiveness and
contractionary macro policies in other countries-helps to create
the appearance of excessive private consumption spending in the
U.S. by depressing domestic production and national income.

This report thus calls into question the need for any of the anti-
consumption, pro-saving policy changes mentioned above. If the
federal government needs to raise additional revenue, in order to
reduce its deficit or to fund desperately needed programs (infras-
tructure, education, etc.), there is no reason for the tax increases to
be specifically focused on curtailing mass consumption. Rather
than imposing widespread sacrifice, we should use more progressive
taxation in order to shift more of the tax burden back to the
wealthy. Tax incentives for saving (e.g., capital gains tax cuts) would
be especially perverse in today’s environment since the distribution-
al consequences are almost certain to be regressive (esneciallv if the
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Even if the [td,rl  imen-
tives succeed i72 stinzzr-
Iating smif2g (which is
doub@I), the result
might be to dep;l-ess  the
economy rather than to
stinmh te grow tb.

revenue losses are offset by consumption taxes), and even if the
incentives succeed in stimulating saving (which is doubtful), the
result might be to depress the economv  rather than to stimulate
growth.

The rest of this report is divided into five parts: first, a revieu
of the recent economic literature in support of the overconsump-
tion h!Fothesis; second, an examination of the evidence on con-
sumer behavior in the 1980s which does not generally support the
notion of a “binge”; third, an analysis of the evidence on saving
rates, which gives no unambiguous indication of a shortfall in pri-
vate saving; fourth, a brief look at the evidence on investment
spending, demonstrating that it has not been hurt bv a “saving
shortfall”; and fifth, a discussion of the policy implications of
rejecting the overconsumption hypothesis.  There is also a technical
Appendix which explains the econometric analysis of consumption
in more depth.



Economic Analyses of
Overconsumption
Many respected At a general level, the hypothesis of an overconsumption or

economists.. .insist that under-saving problem has been supported by a wide range of

theye is a pyflivate  sav-
professional economists. However, there has also been considerable
dissent from both conservatives and liberals (e.g., Barro, 1989;

ing sbor$all. They pzdt Eisner, 1989a, 1989b, and 1989c), and even among those who

primal y emphasis 022 support the hypothesis there is no general agreement on the nature

the perso22al  savifzg and causes of the problem. While most advocates of this hypothesis

f-ate.
agree that total national saving (public and private together) is too
low, they do not agree on the relative importance of public and
private sector saving in the total saving deficiency. In particular,
while there is general agreement that federal dissaving (the budget
deficit) is an important part of the problem, there is no agreement
on whether there is also a significant private saving shortfall or, if
so. to what it is due.

Many respected economists, such as Lawrence Summers and
Chris Carroll (1987), Barry Bosworth (1989), and George
Hatsopoulos, Paul Krugman and James Poterba (1989) insist that
there is a private saving shortfall. They put primary emphasis on
the personal saving rate, arguing that it has declined at least partly
for reasons which are independent of fiscal policy. Benjamin
Friedman (1988, p. 5-6) disagrees, arguing that:

The derision to moT_tgnge  America 5- economicf2ltzwe  has not beer?  a
matter of indiz~idual  choice ht of legislated pzhlic  policy. Popular- talk of
the he generation ’ to the contr-aq  most individual Arnezel-icans  are To?-k-
iugjmt  as hard, and saving nearl,l  as nmch,  as their parents and grand-
pal-en  ts did. What is dIreren  t is.. .[t]he tax and spending policies that the
U.S. gocemwent  has pwsued throughout Rorzald Reagan’s presidency.

In Friedman’s view, it is the nation as a whole that is overconsum-
ing, as a result of strictly-/k01 profligacy.

Even more wide-ranging disagreements are found in the efforts
to explain why the personal saving rate has fallen in the 1980s. One
important area of disagreement concerns the importance of demo-

,\’



graphic factors in explaining the decrease in personal saving as a
percentage of disposable income in the 1980s. ,“Lccording to the
“life-cycle” model of consumption, individuals borrow heavily in
their youth, save for retirement in middle age (prime earning years),
and then live off their savings in old age. Therefore, the personal
saving rate should naturally vary with the age-composition of the
population.

The evidence for the life-cycle view is mixed at best.
Hatsopoulos et nl. (1989) and Christian (1989) find that certain
measures of demographic shift (the percentage of the population
under age 16, and the ratio of “prime savers” aged 45-64 to “prime
borrowers” aged 25-44, respectively) are correlated with changes in
personal consumption and saving rates over the last few decades.
Christian’s analysis in particular leads to the optimistic prediction
that the aging of the baby boomers in the 1990s and early. 2000s
will automatically help personal saving to recover. However,
Hatsopoulos et nl. (1989, p. 17) admit that they chose the popula-
tion-under- 16 variable because “more detailed demographic vari-
ables” led to “very imprecise estimates.” And Steinberg (I 989)
shows that another plausible life-cycle measure-the percentage of
the total population which is “middle-aged” (defined as 35-
49)-has no positive correlation with the saving rate. Thus only
certain carefully selected demographic variables seem to be corre-
lated with the saving rate.

The cross-sectional data on saving rates by age cohort do not
generally support the life-cycle view; these data do not show a clear
pattern of saving rates rising until middle age and falling thereafter,
as that view predicts (see Summers and Carroll, 1987, Table 10,
p. 632). Summers and Carroll (1987, Table 9, p. 63 1) construct
adjusted personal saving rates that correct for changes in the share
of income going to each age group and find that the adjustments
explain very little of the variation in the aggregate rate. And
Danziger etnl. (1982-83, p. 224) conclude from an econometric
study that, contrary to the life-cycle model, “the elderly spend less
than the nonelderly at the same level of income and . . . the very old-
est of the elderly have the lowest average propensities to consume.”

selected demopaphic Summers and Carroll focus their explanation of the falling per-
variables seem to be sonal saving rate on the increasing well-being of the elderly, which

con-elated with the sav- may diminish the incentives for younger people to save; improved

ing rate. insurance coverage, which may reduce the need for precautionary

9



In spite of the lack of
agreement on the
nature and causes of the
py-oblem,  there is, m-i-
oz&y, broad mpport  for
the proposition that
everyone.. . will have to
sacq@e iftbe natiosz is
to fpeturnz to %virzg
within its mea;rzs.  ”

saving; the easing of financial terms for mortgages and consumer
loans, which lessens the need to save for down payments; and “con-
sumption out of cash payouts from corporate restructuring” (1987,
p. 62 3). Hatsopoulos et al. (1989) attribute most of the “overcon-
sumption” in the mid-1980s to the increased value of wealth, the
sharp rise in interest income and cash receipts from corporate
takeovers. Bosworth (1989) and Christian (1989) both argue that
part of the drop in personal saving can be explained by a decline in
employer contributions for defined-benefit pension plans, due to
the effect of high interest rates in lowering the present value of
future liabilities; this still leaves a large unexplained drop in non-
pension (or “discretionary”) personal saving. In brief, there is no
shortage of explanations for the alleged shortfall of saving but nei-
ther is there any clear consensus.

In spite of the lack of agreement on the nature and causes of the
problem, there is, curiously, broad support for the proposition that
everyone-even those whose real incomes and living standards have
not risen during the period of supposed “overconsumption”- will
have to sacrifice if the nation is to return to “living within its
means.” Whether it is accomplished through consumption taxes,
saving incentives or fiscal tightening, all proponents of the overcon-
sumption hypothesis agree that the consumption of the average
American family must be sacrificed on the altar of higher national
saving.

The contrast between the widespread agreement on the esis-
tence of a problem of overconsumption, and the lack of any consen-
sus on what caused it-fiscal policy, demographics, high interest
rates or other factors-should make us pause before accepting the
strong policy conclusions about how to solve this alleged problem.
The next three sections of this report analyze in depth the behavior
of consumption, saving and investment in the United States in the
1980s compared with previous decades in order to assess vvhat the
real problems were, as well as to offer some alternative esplana-
tions.



The Etidene on Consumption

If an$hg, it is the
1970s which appeal- to
have had an zmz~sz~aly
low consumption  rate,
perb ffps as a Ipesult of
high i$a tion.

Personal Consumption Rates

Table 1 compares some indicators of consumption by decadal
averages, with a separate column for 1985-88-the years which are
usually cited as the height of the “binge.“’ The nation’s average
propensity to consume, the ratio of personal consumption
expenditures to personal disposable income, lo is the most widely
used indicator. By this measure, consumption spending rose from
an average of 89.6 percent of disposable income in 1970-79 to 93.1
percent in 1985-88, an increase of 3.5 percent. Does this prove that
consumers have been hinging? Not necessarily.

The average propensity to consume for the whole period 1980-
88 is smaller (91.8 percent) than for 1985-88, and not far above the
1950s and 1960s averages. In fact, the average propensity for 1980-
84 (not shown in the table) was only 90.8 percent-lower than in
the 1950s and 1960s and not very far above the 1970s. And in 1989,
this propensity was back down to 91.8 percent, just about the 1980-
88 average. If anything, it is the 1970s which appear to have had an
unusually low consumption rate, perhaps as a result of high infla-
tion. To conclude that the nation has undergone a fundamental
shift in consumer behavior just by comparing the data for 1970-79
and 1985-88 would therefore be misleading.

11



Table 1
Alternative Measures of Personal Consumption Expenditures
(in percent)

1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980438 1985-88

Consumption as Percentage of

Disposable Income 91.5% 91.0% 89.6% 91.8% 93.1%

Personal \\kalth” 19.4 19.0 20.7 20.3 20.6

Sources: Y.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (BElLA), National Income and Product Accounts;
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Bhnre  Sheets jbr. the LLS.  Eronon~_y  (October 1989).

a. ,\Ieasured by household net uorth.

Cwr-e22  t dispomble
i22cowze is 22ot the 072/y

sowce of~-oo72sz~nze2-p212--

chnsi22gpos'e2-;  we&by

co22szme2-s  ~222 spe22d
oat o~theil-ncczrmzll/rt-

ed assets.

Moreover, other measures show that consumer spending was
not excessive even in the mid-1980s. Current disposable income is
not the only source of consumer purchasing power; wealthy con-
sumers can spend out of their accumulated assets, either by selling
them off or by borrowing against them.” Table 1 also shows per-
sonal consumption expenditures as a percentage of personal wealth.
By this measure, the consumption rate was roughly the same in the
1970s and the 198Os-it was even slightly lower in the mid-1980s
than in the 1970s-although  it was higher in both these decades
than in the previous two. Generally, consumption has been much
more stable in relation to wealth than in relation to income.

The fact that consumption expenditures rose sharply relative to
disposable income, but not relative to personal wealth, in the mid-
1980s suggests an interpretation which is at odds with the impres-
sion of an overall consumer binge. Since wealth is much more con-
centrated than income, the increased rate of consumption out of
current income in the mid- 1980s may, at least to some extent, have
been due to increased spending by the wealthiest households, whose
assets rose considerably in value in the 198Os, and not to a “spend-
ing spree” on the part of the average ,Irnerican family. Some evi-
dence in support of this interpretation is presented in Table 2,
which shows the growth of real household consumer expenditures
disaggregated by income quintile.



while real co~2szinzption
eWypenditm-es  grew reh-
tively most rapidly i22
the lowest iT2come group
h2 the 197Os, they grew
rehive& most rapid4
i22 the highest ifzconze
group i22 the 1980s.

Table 2

Average Annual  Growth Rates of Real Consumer Expenditures
1972-73  to 1986-K. in percent

1972-i3 to 1980-81  to
1980-8  1 198687

All consumer units -0.29 % 0.83 %

By income quintile
Lowest 10%

Second 20%
Third 20%

Fourth 20%

Hiuhest 20%2

2.03 0.38
0.12 -0.50

-0.5 1 0.12

-0.35 0.67

-0.38 ’ ‘0_ ._

Source: L.S. Department of Labor,  Bureau of Labor  Statistics, Suwey of
Consumer Expenditures 2nd Consumer Price Index.

Notes: Current dollar expenditures ivere deflated using the CPI-C-Xl  n-ith
consistent treatment of housing costs. The 1986 and 1987 expenditures were
alerayd in norninal  terms for consistency with the earlier surveys, which \vere
done on 2 1,iannuaI  basis.

The growth rates in Table 2 must be used with caution since
the\. are not taken from true longitudinal surveys-i.e., the same
households are not necessarily in the same income quintiles in each
period. Also, it is necessay to use the recession years 198043  1 as
the break point between the hvo time periods, which biases don-n-
uard all the growth rates for the 1970s (and similarly biases them
upward for the 1980s). I2 Thus, only the relative growth rates of the
different income groups for the same time period can meaningfull!
be compared.

In spite of these difficulties, the broad pattern revealed by these
data is clear: while real consumption expenditures grew relatively
most rapidI>. in the lowest income group in the 197Os, they greu
relativ.ely  most rapidly in the highest income group in the 1980s.
Since the aggregate consumption rate is an income-weighted aver-
age of the consumption rates of the income groups, it should not be
surprising that the average rate rose in the 198Os, when consump-
tion growth was strongest in the highest income group.

13



The zlmsua@y high
ratio of consumption to
disposable income in the
mid-l 980s did not
7peject a histo7?cally
unprecedented spending
“binge. ”

14

Figure la

Real Personal Consumption Expenditures
Per Capita, 1970-88

12,000

7.000""' n ' 8 ’ ” E ’ ” 8 '3 '
1970 1972 1974 1976 1976 1960 1962 1964 1966 1966

Source: National Income and Product Accounts and author’s calculations.

Another interesting comparison is how real per capita consump-
tion has grown in recent years compared with past trends. Figure la
shows that real per capita consumption in the entire decade of the
1980s has remained below the trend of the 1970s-which  was itself
a decade of recurrent crises in energy, inflation, etc.-in spite of a
relatively rapid recovery from 1983 to 1986.‘j Figure 1 b shows that
the same is true if we take the trend growth of real per capita con-
sumption for the longer period 1950-79.

These graphs reveal that the unusually high ratio of consump-
tion to disposable income in the mid- 1980s did not reflect a histori-
cally unprecedented spending “binge,” as so many commentators
have claimed. If any generalization can be made about aggregate
consumer behavior, the most reasonable inference would be that
consumers were just attempting to catch up in the growth of their
standard of living in the mid-198Os,  after losing ground during the
prolonged 1980-82 recessionary period and that to this day the)
have not yet made up all the lost ground relative to the previous
trend.

Of course, it could be argued that real income growth also
slowed down in the 1980s and therefore consumption growth
should have slowed down. If the consumption-income ratio rose,



Figure lb

Real Personal Consumption Expenditures
Per Capita, 1950-88

12.000

3i- 6.000ztjs 5.000
0

4.000 l.,.~I....I~ I ~.l....l~~~.I...,I~.~,I..,,
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Source: Sational Income and Product -Accounts and author’s calculations.

Figure 2

Growth of Real Disposable Income and Consumer
Spending Per Capita

0.0
1960s 1970s 1980s

Income
Per Capita

Consumer Spending
Per Capita

Source: National Income and Product Accounts and author’s
calculations. Based on a diagram in Steinberg (1989).
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this would imply that consumers did not sufficiently “adjust” to the

There  are some impor- new environment of slow income growth. This argument in itself

tan t concep tzd slips would represent an advance on the “overconsumption” hvpothesis,

in...tbe concept of
since it would focus attention on why income grew so slowly in the
1980s. As a glance at Figure 2 will show, the really stunning fact

“‘national commption.  ” about the 1980s is that income growth fell much more sharplv than
consumption growth. ‘-I The story of the past decade is one of
underproduction, not overconsumption.

National Consumption and
National Income
Studies of “overconsumption” (e.g., Hatsopoulos et 01.. 1989) often
measure consumption as a percentage of net national product
(NIVP), as shown in Table 3. The broadest measure of consump-
tion used in these studies is so-called “national consumption,”
which is equal to the sum of personal consumption expenditures
plus government purchases of goods and servicesi5-i.e.,  total
domestic demand excluding private investment. This variable
shows an apparently alarming increase from 9 1.5 percent of hWP
in the 1970s to 95.7 percent in the 1980s  as a whole, and 96.9 per-
cent in 1985438. This is the basis for the frequent assertion that
“we” are “consuming” 97 percent of our national product and sav-
ing or investing only 3 percent.

There are some important conceptual slips in this use of the
concept of “national consumption.” First, government purchases
include some expenditures which are really forms of public
investment (e.g., infrastructure, education, R&D). Second, many
of the government purchases which could be counted as public con-
sumption (e.g., military and administrative spending) are not social-
ly equivalent to private consumption. While it is true that public
consumption does not add to future productive capacity any more
than private consumption, lumping the two together in this way
obscures the important trade-offs between them, as well as among
different categories of government spending.
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Table 3
Consumption Relative to Net National Product
(iii percent)

Percent of AXP
1960-69 1970-79 1980-88 1985-88

“Sational Consumption” 91.0%

Personal Consumption 68.5

Government Purchases 22.6

Source: BE.1.  Sational Income and Product Accounts.

91.5% 95.7% 96.9%

69.3 73.2 74.1

_L._  77 7 22.5 22.8

Quantitatively, increased government spending is a relativeI>
small part of the total increase in the share of “national consump-
tion” in IXCW The increase in personal consumption expenditures
accounts for most of this increase: 3.9 percent out of 4.2 percent of
NKP from 1970-79 to 1980-88 and 4.8 percent out of 5.4 percent
from 1970-79 to 1985-88. But measuring consumption relative to
ic’;c’P gives an exaggerated-and misleading-impression of the
rise in consumer spending in the 1980s. The share of consumption
in XKP increased mainly because NNP was unusually depressed in
the 1980s not because consumption was unusually high. In partic-
ular, changes in the depreciation rate and the trade balance affected
the consumption share of NKP in the 1980s independently of an)
changes in consumer behavior.



Table 4
U.S. National Income and Product Accounts, 1988
(in billiom  of d0lh.c)

Personal Consumption Expenditures S .3,3.i.l

Gross Private Domestic Investment x0,.3

Government Purchases 06X.‘,

Set Exports of roods and services - 73.7

Gross Sational Product S 4.X80.6

Less: Capital Consumption Allo\vances

Equals: Net Sational Product

Jlemorandum:

Personal Consumption

Set Investment

Government Purchases
Set exports

Set National Product

Source: BEA,  Swsvy  of Cwnwt  Bminess.  Jul!.  1989.

Note: Totals may not add up exactly due to rounding.

In order to understand this pornt, it is helpful to recall how
NNP is calculated, as shown in Table 4 for 1988. SXP is obtained
by subtracting estimated economic depreciation (“capital consump-
tion allowances”) from gross national product (GNP), which in
turn equals the sum of personal consumption, gross investment,
government purchases and net exports.” Equivalently, VNP can
be measured as the sum of consumption, government, net invest-
ment and net exports-where net investment equals gross invest-
ment minus depreciation. Depreciation was estimated to be $5 13.6
billion, or 10.5 percent of GNP, in 1988; hence net investment was
only $236.7 billion out of a total of $750.3 billion of gross invest-
ment expenditures.

It is important to emphasize that the measure of economic
depreciation used in the national income accounts is not influenced
by changes in the tax laws (e.g., accelerated depreciation allow-
ances). ‘7 The official Commerce Department (BEA) estimates of
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This im-ensing  depre-
cifltion rate menns tbnt
NNP hm been
depressed reh tive to
GNP As d r-es&, cow-
smzp tioirz ffppenrs to
hue risen mm-b more
in proportion to iWP
tbm to GM?

economic depreciation are based on the assumption of fixed service
lives for each type of capital good purchased in the past. Annual
capital consumption allowances are then estimated using a straight-
line depreciation formula. Table 5 shows that capital consumption
allowances in the 1980s were 1.5 percent of GNP higher than in the
1970s and 2.7 percent higher than in the 1960s.” This increasing
depreciation rate means that XVP has been depressed relative to
GNP As a result, consumption appears to have risen much more in
proportion to NNP than to GNP, as can be seen by comparing the
data in Tables 3 and 5.‘”

Still, the personal consumption share of GNP did rise some-
u-hat in the 1980s. This raises two related questions. First, did the
share rise because consumption expenditures were relatively high,
or because the national product was relatively low? And second, did
consumption increase nt the expense oj‘inz~estme~zt,  as implied in the
argument that Americans have become more “present-oriented”
and less “future-oriented”? T he answer to both these questions lies
in the large U.S. trade deficits of the 1980s. On the one side. the
trade deficit meant that national production was depressed relative
to domestic demand. On the other side, the trade deficit n-as
financed bv borrowing from abroad and the resulting net inflow of
capital allowed the country to finance the large federal budget
deficit without “crowding out” private investment.



Table 5
Consumption, Depreciation, and the Trade Balance in Relation to Gross National Product
(in  ptwtvit)

1960-69 1970-79 lOHO-XX lOH.i-X8
Percent of GSP

“Sational  Consumption”

Personal Consumption

Government Purchases

Set Esports  of Goods anti Services

83 .-I’%

62.7

20.;

8.4

1.1

82.8% Si.O%

62.7 05.0

20.1 _70.0

9.6 11.1

0.8 -0.X

10.x

-2.1

Source: BE;\, Sational  Income and Product Accounts.

In order to see bow the
trade deficit affects the
7-es&-, it is helpful to
measwe conszmption as
a share of domestic
demand, rather than as
a share of natiolzal  pyo-
duction.
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In order to see how the trade deficit affects the results, it is
helpful to measure consumption (1.~ (I sh77-11  qf‘do7~mtit- dtwmrrd, rather
than as a share of national production. Table 6 shows hou. some
measures of domestic demand are calculated in the national income
accounts, using 1988 data. By subtracting net esports of goods and
services (the trade balance) from GSP, we get “gross domestic pur-
chases.” Gross domestic purchases are also equal to the sum of
consumption, government and gross investment expenditures. JO

Since the U.S. ran a trade deficit in 1988, gross domestic purchases
exceeded GNP.” Gross domestic purchases, however, include the
annual change in business inventories, which is counted as part of
gross investment, but does not reflectfirznl  demand for currently
produced goods and services. By subtracting the change in business
inventories from gross domestic purchases, we obtain “final sales to
domestic purchasers” (FSDP, equal to the sum of personal con-
sumption, government purchases, and grossfixed  investment),
which is a more reliable measure of current domestic demand.

According to Table 5, net exports of goods and services fell from
0.8 percent of GNP in the 1970s to -0.8 percent in the 1980-88
period and fell even further to -_.7 1 percent in 1985-88. This fall in



the trade balance in turn depressed GNP (as well as NNP) relative
to FSDP since it meant that the national product fell below domes-
tic demand. Table 7 gives data on the composition of FSDP for the
last three decades.

Table 6
U.S. Domestic Demand, 1988
(in ldlio~~s  oj‘doli~~~$

Gross Sational  Product S4.880.6
Less: Set Exports of Goods and Services (-73.7
Equals: Gross Domestic Purchases 4.954.3

Less: Change in Business Inventories

Equals: Final Sales to Domestic Purchasers
30.6

4,923.;

AIemoranda:

Personal Consumption 3235.1

Gross Private Investment

Government Purchases

Gross Domestic Purchases

Y-50.3

968.9

-l.oc-l.3

Personal Consumption 3 .2 3 5 1
Gross Fixed Investment Y19.6

Government Purchases 968.9

Final Sales to Domestic Purchasers 4 . 923.-  1

Source: BE.\,  .S’w~~ty oj’Cnn.ent  Business.  July 1989.

Note: Totals may not add up exactly due to rounding.



Table 7
Composition of U.S. Domestic Demand
(117 pemv7t)

Percent of Find Sales to Domestic Purchasers

“Sational  Consumption” k-45 2’Y. 0

Personal <consumption 6-l.  1

~k~vernment  Purchases 21.1

Fixed Investment 14.8

Source: RE.1,  S~tional  Income anti Product Accounts.

s-l. 1 ‘lc 84.6’iC

03.- 0-l.S

20.-+ 10.‘)

15.0 15.4

x;.l”G

05.0

20.0

1-I.‘)

There  is simply no evi-
dence  for a long-mm
shfi- of domestic final
demand toward person-
al conszmzption at the
expeP2se of private
investment.

The most striking thing about the data in Table 7 is the remark-
able constancy in the shares of "national  consumption” (personal
consumption and government purchases together) and fixed imwt-
ment o\rer time. Mhile the “national consumption” share in 1085-
88 was 1 .O percent higher than in the 1970~5, it was still 0.1 percent
louw- than in the 1960s (and converseh-  for the fixed investment
share). Personal consumption was 0.9 percent of FSDP higher in
1985-M than in the 1960s but this entire increase is more than
accounted for by the 1.1 percent fall in the government share.”
There is simply no evidence for a long-run shift of domestic final
demand toward personal consumption at the expense of private
investment.‘3

It could be objected that total domestic demand-including
investment 3s well as consumption and government spending-is
excessive relative to national income and therefore (by definition)
the county is “living beyond its means.” But it could equally well
be said that the country is “producing below its needs”-i.e., that
American industry is failing to keep up with domestic demand, as 3
rising proportion of both consumption and investment goods
comes from abroad. It can also be said that at least part of our
trade deficit is due to other countries “failing to live up to their
means “” as a result of restrictive macro policies, low wages, the
debt crisis and undervalued currencies.
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There is abundant evi-
dence that at least part
of the rise i72 the Wade
deficit if2 the 1980s was
due to fncto2-s  tbnt are
exogenozls  with respect
to domestic spe22hzg
bebaviox

This brings us to the crucial issue of the direction of causality as
between the foreign trade deficit and the excess of domestic
demand over national income-the two sides of the identity on
page 5 above. A detailed discussion of this issue would be beyond
the scope of this report.” For present purposes, it is sufficient to
note that, in general, the causality may run in both directions.
;\;loreover, there is abundant evidence that at least part of the rise in
the trade deficit in the 1980s was due to factors that are exogenous
with respect to domestic spending behavior. For example, it is now
generally acknowledged that by 1985 the dollar had risen far
beyond what the “economic fundamentals” (relative interest rates,
etc.) would justi@ and that this “speculative bubble” in the foreign
exchange market contributed significantly to worsening the trade
deficit (Helkie and Hooper, 1988; Dornbusch, 1988; Krugman,
1989). The monetary tightening by the Federal Reserve (which
would tend to depress domestic demand, not to raise it) also con-
tributed to the rise in the dollar, while the Latin ,Imerican debt cri-
sis weakened U.S. exports of manufactures. Furthermore, there is
much evidence that part of the U.S. trade deficit can be attributed
to a long-term secular decline in competitiveness, which implies
that the trade balance consistent with any given exchange rate falls
continuously over time (Krugman and Baldwin, 1987).‘” None of
these factors are caused by the consumer spending behavior of U.S.
households.

In order to see whether the real problem is excessive growth of
C.S. consumer demand or inadequate growth of U.S. national pro-
duction (and income), it is instructive to compare the growth of
these aggregates over time. Table 8 gives average annual growth
rates u-hich are computed on a cyclical peak-to-peak basis using
seasonally adjusted quarterly data.” It should be noted that treat-
ing 1989-n’ (the most recent quarter for which data are available)
as if it \\-ere a cyclical peak may exaggerate the 1980s growth rates,
since growth is likely to slow down even more before the econom)
enters its next recession. Thus, if an!-thing, the growth rates for the
1980s in Table 8 are slightly overstated.

Real personal consumption expenditures (both aggregate and
per capita) did grow slightly more rapidly in the 1980-89 cycle’*
than in 1973 -80. However, government purchases accelerated
much more than personal consumption, while esports grew much
more slon-l\:  Thus consumer spending can hardly be blamed for
the groning imbalance between domestic demand and national



income. l\/‘Ioreover, the 1973-80 business cycle was a period of gen-
erally depressed growth, with two oil price shocks and record
peacetime inflation. If we take a longer historical perspective and

Table 8
Average Annual Growth Rates of Real GNP and Components in 1982 Dollars,
Cyclical Peak-Peak Growth Based on Seasonally Adjusted Quarterly Data
(.-ill jigwes  in percent)

1969-111 19:3-n- 1969-111 1OHO-I  to

to 1973-n’ to 1980-I to 1980-I 19x0-n

Agg-egate

GSP

Personal Disposable Income

Personal Consumption Expenditures 3.46 2.89 3.12 1 .O_’

Fixed Investment -I.88 2.35 3.37 2 i 0

Government Purchases -1.06 l.-l6 O.-l! 2.T’)

Exports” 9.8; Y.-l8 8.4-l -l.i;

3.03% 2 . i i % ’ ;-I’%,_. 2.(,i’:;,

4.40 ’ ‘0 3.09 ’ YO_ .- _ .<

Imports’ 7.06 -+.I0 5.29 6.-lC

Per Capita

G S P 1.91 1.51

Personal Disposable Income 3.26 1.1;

Personal Consumption Expenditures 2.33 1.84

1.6; 1.63

2.01 1.87

2.04 2.00

AIemorandum:

Population 1.10 1.03 1.06 1 .oo

Source: BEA,  National Income and Product Accounts; 1989-R’ data are from the first revision, February 28, 1990.
Population for 1989 - IV is from Economic Indicators,  January 1990.

a. Goods and services, national income accounts basis.
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Conszmzption actnaQ
grew more slow4 in the
1980s than pl-eviody,
both in the aggregate
and per capita.

compare the 1980-89 cycle with the whole period 1969-80 (cover-
ing two business cycles), we see that consumption actually grew
more slowly in the 1980s than previously, both in the aggregate and
per ctrpitcr. There is no evidence for a sharp acceleration of con-
sumption growth in the 1980s.

Real GNP and personal disposable income both grew more
slowly than personal consumption expenditures in the 1980-89
period, both in the aggregate and per capita. The average propen-
sity to consume out of disposable income increased in the 1980s
because the reduction in the growth of disposable income u-as
greater than the reduction in the growth of personal consumption
(compared with the 1969-80 period). No matter how the data in
Table 8 is viewed, they do not support the notion of a personal con-
sumption “binge” in the 1980s. While one could possibly argue
that consumers have not “adjusted” to the slower growth of their
disposable incomes, it is simply inaccurate to assert that thel- have
been on a “spending spree” relative to past trends.

The evidence surveyed thus far suggests that average real con-
sumption growth has not been unusually rapid in the 1980s; that
personal consumption has increased only slightly as a share of total
final demand since the 1960s (and at the expense of government
purchases, not investment spending); and that consumption appears
excessive relative to national income largely because national
income has been depressed in the 1980s-partly by high deprecia-
tion allowances and partly by the trade deficit. Anv remaining
increase in consumption rehire  to income can be explained b!- (a)
increased spending by the wealthy or (b) an effort to recoup losses
in living standards-not a generalized outburst of hedonism.

Sources of Increased Consumption
The conclusions from the above analysis of consumption spending
in the 1980s can be tested more formally by using econometrics.
The vehicle for testing such hypotheses is uvhat economists call the
“consumption function:” an equation which shows how consump-
tion expenditures depend on certain variables, such as income and
u-ealth. Using time-series data (annual, in this case), we can esti-
mate the effects of changes in such variables on consumption over
time. The study of Oz~elTonslr7?Iptiolz  by Hatsopoulos et nl. (1989)
contains a consumption function analysis which is very useful for
present purposes, I have made a few minor modifications in their



econometric model but none which affect the main conclusions
that can be drawn from the anal%. The details of the economet-
ric estimation are given in the Appendix; what follows here is an
intuitive discussion of the results.

Disposable  income.. .can
be disaggregated in to
labor and capital
income p Lzls transjhen
mims taxes in order to
7neaswe the effects of
changes in income dis-
t&mtion and _fkal
policies.

I used the ratio of personal consumption to GNP to measure
the consumption rate. I chose this measure because it increased
notably in the years 1985-88, the height of the alleged “consump-
tion binge, ” and because this ratio is not affected bv the rising
depreciation rate.” The variables .used to explain the consump-
tion-GNP ratio were:

1. The ratio of personal disposable after-tax income to GNP The
effect of this variable on the consumption rate is called the
“marginal propensity to consume, ” and is found to be about .86
(i.e., households spend about $0.86 out of eveF additional $1 .OO
thev receive). Disposable income in turn can be disaggregated into
labor and capital income plus transfers minus taxes in order to mea-
sure the effects of changes in income distribution and fiscal poli-
cies.

2. The ratio of personal wealth (measured by the increase in
household net worth) to GNP Although this effect appears small
(about $0.02 of spending out of eve? $1 .OO of wealth), it is impor-
tant because wealth is large relative to income (roughly7 4 l/,3 times
disposable income). The personal wealth-GNP ratio rose substan-
tially in the 198Os, due to the rise in real estate and stock market
values, as well as the growth of both government and corporate
debt held by the public.”

3. Following Hatsopoulos et (11. (1989), an estimate of the after-tax
cash receipts from corporate takeovers (mergers and acquisitions) is
also included, since these receipts (which are not included in the
national income account statistics on disposable income) soared in
the mid-l 980s.31  This effect is surprisingly large: I estimate that
$0.57 out of every $1 .OO of cash receipts was spent on consumption!’

4. The ratio of “prime savers” (population between ages 45 and
64) to “prime borrowers” (ages 25 to 44). This variable, which is
suggested by Christian (1989), is used to represent demographic
factors affecting aggregate consumption expenditures. While, as
we have seen, the evidence for the life-cycle hypothesis as an
explanation of consumption/saving behavior is mixed at best, it is
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still important to control for demographic shifts in a multivariate
analysis of consumption spending.j3

Table 9
Sources of Increased Consumption, 1970-79 to 1985438
(in percent  of-G.Ve except ns noted)

Change in Effect on
Ilariable Consumption

Percent

of Actual
Increase

Personal Disposable Income + 1 .I % +0.9% 2 7 %

Labor incomea
Interest income

Other capital incomeb
Transfers

Personal Taxes’

-1.4 -1.2 -3-l
+4.2 +3.6 106

-1.9 -1.6 -48
+1.8 +l..i 44

+I.7 -1.4 -41

Personal \\Tealthd +!I;.8 +0.-l 10

Cash Receipts from Takeoversr +1.1 +0.6 18

Prime Savers/Prime Borrowerst

Total Esplained Increase

-.2 16 +I.3 39

+3.2% 94%

Actual Increase in

Personal  (:onsumption t.!.-+% 100%

Source: Author’s calculations. See Appendix for more details. Data are from the BE,\, Sational  Income and Product
.\ccounts; Federal Reserve, B~/hnce  Sheets and HOZ  of‘F/ds; Census Bureau; Grimm’s .\lerger.wrt Rerier;  and
I-I~ltsopoLllos f’t al. (1989).

a. \\;lges,  salaries and other labor income.
h. Personal dil+dends.  rents and proprietav  income.
c. Personal income taxes and contributions for social insurance.
d. Household net worth.
e. Aftter-tax  cash realizations from mergers and acquisitions.
f. Ratio of population aged 45-6-J  to population aged 25-W (not measured relative to GNP).

Table 9 gives estimates of the sources of the increased consump-
tion-GNP ratio between 1970-79 and 1985438. Slightly more than
half (55 percent) of the increase is attributed to the effects of higher
disposable income, personal wealth and cash receipts from corpo-

7’
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rate takeovers (relative to GSP). The demographic variable
accounts for most of the remainder (39 percent) of the rise in the
consumption-GNP ratio; this uould appear to represent a “benign”
change in aggregate behavior due to a change in the apcomposi-

tion of the population.

The income, wealth and takeover variables together can be
interpreted as supporting our view that it vvas mainh~ the v~.ealthiest
households who were “overconsuming” in 1981-88. This interpre-
tation is easily verified for the personal wealth and cash receipts
effects, since the ownership of wealth (including corporate stock) is
vew highly concentrated? About half of all _4merican families had
$ls,OOO or less of net worth in 1983 (the year of the most recent
comprehensive Surve!, of Consumer Finances), while the median
family in the richest 10 percent had roughly $130,000. The richest
10 percent of families, which received 33 percent of personal
income, held 57 percent of household net vvorth and 86 percent of
net financial assets. The top 10 percent of families also mmed 72

percent of corporate stock; the top 2 percent alone on-ned 10 per-
cent of corporate stock.

Furthermore, if we disaggregate the change in disposable
income as a percentage of GNP, we find that the increase in this
variable is more than accounted for bv an enormous rise in personal
interest income, while both labor income and other capital income
(dividend, rental, and proprietaqr) fell, relative to GNP. The 1983
Survey of Consumer Finances shows that the top 10 percent of fam-

ilies in the distribution of income own the lion’s share of all inter-
est-bearing assets: 5 1 percent of liquid assets (bank deposits, etc.),
86 percent of tax-exempt municipal bonds and 70 percent of other
bonds. The concentration of interest income should be similar to
the concentration of interest-bearing assets:”

The data in Table 9 reveal that income taxes rose by 1.7 percent
of GNP from 1970-79 to 1985-88, while transfers increased b>,
only a slightly higher percentage (1.8 percent). In this respect,
there was little net effect of changes in fiscal poliq on aggregate
disposable income between these two periods. The common view
that the tax policies of the 1980s fueled the “consumption binge”
by putting more disposable income in households’ pockets across-
the-board is therefore simply incorrect. At the aggregate level, the
cuts in federal income tax rates were more than offset b!- increases
in social insurance contributions (Social Security and related pay-
roll taxes) as well as state and local income taxes.
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However, this does not mean that fiscal policy had no impact at
all on disposable income and personal consumption in the 1980s.
The federal budget deficits increased the federal debt held by the
public from 25.1 percent of GNP in 1979 to 41.6 percent in 1988j6;
this contributed significantly to the rise in personal interest
income. 37 In addition, fiscal policy changes contributed to the
worsening distribution of income, as effective tax rates were
reduced only for the richest: tax brackets (especially since increases
in Social Security taxes offset the lower income tax rates for most
families, but not for those with substantial capital income or high
salaries), while interest payments on the federal debt went dispro-
portionately to the wealthy.‘*

Unfortunately, the hypothesis that consumers have been trying
to recover the growth of their living standards after a fall-off in the
growth of income cannot easily be tested using the consumption-
function approach. Such a test would involve comparisons over
long periods of historical time (i.e., decades), while consumption
functions are usually estimated with annual data. However, the
econometric results are not inconsistent with this hypothesis. After
all, consumers could not start to catch up in consumption until
their disposable income and wealth positions permitted them to do
so. Since the Consumer Expenditure Survey data (in TAble 2,
above) shows that only the highest quintile of the population expe-
rienced significant growth of real consumption in the 1980s it may
be inferred that only households with large assets and high interest
income were able to catch up, while the rest remained behind.



The Etidene on S a g

It is undeniable that the
nation as a whole has
become a net impoTTer
of capital, bomowing an
average of 3.0 percent
of GNP each year
between 1985 and
1988.

Te previous section has shown that the talk of a rampant
“consumption binge” is greatly exaggerated, at the very least, and
grossly misleading, at worst. But what of the “saving shortfall”
argument? It is undeniable that the nation as a whole has become a
net importer of capital, borrowing an average of 3 .O percent of
GNP each year between 1985 and 1988. In this respect, there is by
definition a shortfall of national saving. But the “shortfall” in this
sense cannot be attributed to a generalized decline in prirate  sector
thriftiness in the United States.

The argument for a private saving shortfall is usually framed
around the type of saving data given in Table 1O.39 This table
shows that net national saving (the sum of net private saving plus
government saving) dropped sharply from 7.9 percent of XNP in
the 1970s to 3.4 percent in the 1980s as a whole, and only 2.3 per-
cent in 1985-88. This drop is essentially the mirror image of the
rise in the net national consumption rate (relative to XNP) shown
in Table 3, above.

Out of the total 4.5 percent drop in the net national saving rate
from 1970-79 to 1980-88, more than half (2.5 percent) is due to the
increased federal budget deficit. Out of the larger 5.6 percent drop
from 1970-79 to 1985-88, the contribution of the federal deficit is
still almost half (2.7 percent). The federal budgetary contribution
to the national saving shortfall would be slightly larger if we
exclude the so-called “off-budget” items (Social Security and other
trust funds). The “off-budget” surplus reached $38.8 billion in fis-
cal 1988 and is projected to be $52.8 billion in fiscal 1989 (Economic
Indicaton-, January 1990), which is rnore than one percent of NNP.
State and local governments, on the other hand, have increased
their surpluses by 0.5 percent of NNP from the 1970s to the 1980s.
Much of this increase is accounted for by state and local govern-
ment contributions to pension funds, which would be counted as
personal saving if they were made by private sector employers
(Gramlich, 1989).
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Table 10
Net Saving Rates
(in percent)

1960-69 1970-79 1980-88 1985-88
Percent of SSP

Set Sational  Saving 8.6% 7.9% 3.4% 2.3%

Set Private Saling 8.9 8.9 6.3 5.4

Personal Saving 5.1 6.2 4.3 3.2

Set Corporate Saving 3.8 7’-./ 2.0 11_._

Tot:11  Government Surplus -0.3 -1.1 -2.9 -3.1

Federal Budget Surplus -0.3 -1.9 4.4 -4.6

.\Iemornndum

Source: BE.-\,  Sational  Inco~ne md Product Accounts.

The net private saving rate fell from 8.9 percent of YJXP in
1970-79 to 6.3 percent in 1980-88, and only 5.4 percent in 1985-88.
Alost of this fall is attributed to a decrease in measured personal
saiing, from 6.2 percent of XXP in 1970-79 to 4.3 percent in
1980-88, and a mere 3.2 percent in 1985-88. However, if the state
and local budget surpluses are added onto personal saving, the per-
sonal saving rate was actually higher in 1980-88 than in 1960-69
and onl\- slightlv lower in 1985-88 than in 1960-69. The net cor-
porate saving rate fell slightly from 1970-79 to 1980-88 but recov-
ered somewhat in the latter part of the 1980s-and the greatest fall
in this rate came behveen the 1960s and the 1970s.



If we al-e concerned
ah020 the total mppL[1 of
fzrnd.r in capital mar-
kets, gross saniug is
swe[y the more appro-
priate vzeffswe of that
mpp(y.

Net private saving is measured by subtracting economic depre-
ciation (capital consumption allowances) from gross private saving,
as shown in Table 11 for 1988. This raises the question whether
the private sector is actually doing less gross saving than in the past
or is rather being squeezed by higher depreciation rates. The
answer is mainly the latter since the share of depreciation (capital
consumption allowances) in GSP soared in the 1980s (see Table 5,
above). If we are concerned about the total supply of funds in capi-
tal markets, gross saving is surely the more appropriate measure of
that supply.

Gross saving rates are given in Table 12. Gross private sai-ing
was 16.7 percent of GNP in 198048. This fiLgure is a mere 0.9
percent lower than for 1970-79 and 0.1 percent higher than for
1960-69. The gross private saving rate dropped somewhat more in
1985-88 but not by nearly as much as the corresponding net rate.
Note also that the increased federal deficit accounts for 2.2 of the
2.4 percent of GNP drop in gross national saving from 1970-79 to
1980438 and for 2.4 out of the 3.9 percent drop from 1970-79 to
1985-88.  In gross terms, then, the decline in private saving is rela-
tively small.
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Table 11
Gross and Net Private Saving, 1988
(in billiox~  oj~dollff~-_r)

Personal Saving S 1-M.;
Gross Corporate Saving” 402  .o
Soncorporate Capital Consumption’ 191.9
Gross Private Saving S 738.6

Less: Capital Consumption Allo~~xnces
Equals: Set Private Saving

-513.6

S 225.0

,\Iemorandum:

Personal Saving
Set Corporate Savins  c

Set Private &kg

$ 1-H.;
HO..3

S “i 0--. .

Note: Corporate profits include the capital consumption and in\.entory  valuation
xliustments.  C:lpital consumption allo\vances include the c:lpital  consumption
adjustment.

11. L.ndistrit)uted  after-tax net corporate profits plus corpor;lte  c2pit:d
consumption allo~vances.
t). (Ionsists  of :illov2nces for residential and unincorpornted  huriness
depreciation.
c. Kndistributed  after-tax net corporate profits.

Table 12 does show a decline in personal saving as a percentage
of GSP in the 1980s. Historically, however, the lion’s share of
gross private saving in the United States has always been provided
by business saving (cash flon. or retained profits plus depreciation
allow.ances),  not bv personal saving. ‘Table 12 presents hvo measures
of overall cash flow. First, gross corporate saving (net retained
after-tas profits plus depreciation) was 8.6 percent of GSP in the
1980s which is actuallv hlybr>~*  than in the 1960s or 1970s.  Second,
gross business saving (equal to net corporate saving plus all nonresi-

States  hns dmys bee22 dential depreciation allowances) was also higher in the 1980s than in

proz’ided by lmsi22es.s the previous hv0 decades. And neither of these measures declined

sff s’ing.. .22ot b,j personnl
in 1985-88. Clearly, t/lCl? Z(IS ~10 ShOJ-tdcqe O~-UT.~~ f]OZiJJg  thJ-OUgh the
c.oft~Js  ofL-hcJ-icflJi  1~0siJJess  in the 1980s.

sming.
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Table 12
Gross Saving Rates
(in percrnf)

Percent of GSP

Gross Sational  Saving

Gross Private Saling

Personal Saving

Gross Corporate Satin?  (cash flou)

Set Corporate Saving

Corporate Capital
Consumption rUlou.ances

Total Government Surplus

Federal Budget Surplus

State and Local Budget Surpluses

Jlemoranda:

Gross Business Saving (cash flow)

Set Foreign Investment

1960-69 19;0-79 1980-88 IOSi-xx

16.3% 16.7% l-l.l% 12.X’::>

16.6 17.6 16.7 15.5

-l.6 5.6 3.8 2.8

8.3 8.1 X.6 X.6

3.5 _..  ‘5 1.; 2.0

-I.8 5.6 6.8 6.;

-0.3 -1.0 -2.6 ,--_./

-0.3 -1.: -3.9 -t.1

0.0 0.8 13 1 .i

10.0 9.8 10.4 10.4

0.6 0.’ -1.6 3.0

Source: BE_\, National Income and Product Accounts.

However, the robust performance of total gross corporate and
business savings conceals some important shifts in the behavior of
nonfinancial corporations relative to the financial and household
sectors. As Table 13 shows, the overall cash flow in the nonfinancial
corporate business (NFCB) sector was higher in the 1980s than in
recent decades, as a percentage of the sector’s gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP). Part of this improved performance was evidently due to
a reduced effective tax burden, which appears to have offset other,
adverse changes. NFCB net profits (excluding depreciation and
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This redistn’htion of
imome from co7”ponz-
tiom to households
wodd be expected to
lower the oz~emll  pri-
ante saving 7-n te.

interest but including taxes and dividends) were a lower share of
GDP in the 1980s than in the past, due to a rising interest share
well as the rising depreciation rate.

as

Interestingly, the total payout of the NFCB sector to stockhold-
ers and bondholders (i.e., dividends plus net interest as a percentage
of GDP) increased in the 1980s. Since most of this payout goes to
households, either directly or indirectly (via pension funds, mutual
funds, and other financial intermediaries), the retained earnings
(net savings) of the NFCB sector were squeezed, while the incomes
of asset-owning households were swelled (as shown in Table 9,
above). This redistribution of income from corporations to house-
holds would be expected to lower the overall private saving rate
since corporations save 100 percent of their retained earnings (by
definition) while households save only a fraction of their interest
and dividend income (14 percent on average, according to the
econometric analysis discussed in the previous section).



Table 13
Nonfinancial Corporate Business Sector Profits and Related Measures
(in per-sP77t)

Percent of Sector GDP

196049 19;0-;Y 10X0-X8

Cash Flou
Depreciation”
Retained Fxnings”

1.3.i%

11.4

’ 1_.

Set Profits’ 15.4
%s Lial)ilin- 6.7

Total Payout 5.5
Set Interest 1.7
Di\.idends 3.8

Source: BE:\,  Sational  Income and Product Accounts.

8.7

.? -I

a. Capital consumption allovxnces  \vith capital consumption djustment.

h. Cndistributed  profits jvith in\.entorI\-  valuation adjustment and capital consumption xljustment.
c. Set profits are equ:~l  to the sum of retained earnings, tax li;lbilin;  and di~~idends.

IOSi-SS

1 i.S”,

11.1
’ 0_.

0 :,

i .i

- 3
._

-+.o
3 1

The first line in Table 1-F shows the decline in the con\-entional
personal saving rate, as a percentage of disposable income, in the
1980s. As in the case of the personal consumption rate, almost all
the decline is really concentrated in 1985-88 only; the average per-
sonal saving rate for 1980-8-I (not shown in the table) was 6.5 per-
cent, almost as high as in 1950-69. And even the big drop in the
personal saving rate in 1985438  ma-y turn out to have been just a
temporary dip. Already in 1989, this rate \vas back up to 5.4 per-
cent from an average of 4.0 percent in 1985-88, according to
advance estimates of the 1989 annual national income accounts.
This supports the view that the high personal consumption rates of
1985-88 were partly the product of transitov catch-up behavior.
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Table 14
Alternative Personal Saving Rates
(ill percent oj‘dispodde incovre)

1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980438 1985-88

Personal Saving 6.8% 6.7% 8.0% 5.4% 4.0%

Increase in Household Set 15’orth 31.5 27.0 38.9 33.8 32.1

Inflation-;\djusted” Personal Saving 5.9 6.0 6.1 4.1 3 ’._

Intlation-r\diusted’  Increase in
Household Set \irOrth 19.1 14.0 8.4 11.2 18.5

Source: BE=\,  Sational Income and Product Accounts, and Federal
Reserve, Brrhme Sbc~ts jbr the C:S. Eronon!y  1 Y-/9-  19S’S,  October 1989.

a. Personal saiing  minus the product of the inflation rate (percentage change in GNP deflator) and the nominal value of
interest-bearing household assets.

b. Seminal  increase in household net lvorth minus the product of the inflation rate and nominal net Lvorth.

There are several conceptual problems with this conventional
measure of personal saving, however. In principle, personal saving
equals the net increase in the value of households’ stocks of assets
(real estate, bonds, equin; bank deposits, pension funds, etc.) to
provide for future consumption and bequests. Hou.ever, the nation-
al income accounts measure personal saving simply as the residual
left over after “personal outlays” (consumption expenditures plus
consumer interest payments and personal transfers to foreigners)
are subtracted from after-tax “personal disposable income.”

The conventional measure of disposable income includes onl!
income from current “factor services” (wages of labor, rent of land,

i~~eh?SWi?2g smi22g ffS l2 interest and dividends on capital) and not income from sales of

2-esidzd ig22ores the
eslsting assets (capital gains). ,More importantly, measuring saving

apprecifftio22  ofexisti22g
as a residual ignores the appreciation of existing assets (both real-
ized and unrealized capital gains), which provides for future con-

assets...dGd prozdes sumption just as much as saving out of current income. Further-

forfzrtwe comzmptio22 more, measuring saving in nominal dollars ignores the fact that

jut ~2s mm-h ns smi22g
inflation eats away at the real value of e‘xisting assets; thus the high

out ofczm-e22t  i22conze.
nominal personal saving rate of the 1970s is misleading because



part of this saving had to compensate for the high inflation of that

FK?Gle the sta22dard decade. These problems are in addition to the exclusion of state and

peno22al  saui22g rate.. .
local government pension fund contributions, discussed above.

clearly fell below its bis- Table 14 presents some alternative measures of personal saving
torical  trend in the in order to evaluate the importance of these problems. From the

19804 the ratio of the Federal Reserve’s B&IICE Sheetsfbr  the C.S. Eronoyy, m-e can mea-

i22cs-ease  i22 22et worth to sure the increase in (nominal) personal wealth by the change in

disposable i22conze  did
720t.

household net worth, which includes capital gains (both realized
and unrealized) along with net acquisitions of assets. The (nominal)
increase in household net worth averaged 3 3.8 percent of disposable
income in the 1980s which is lower than the average for the 1970s
but higher than for the 1950s and 1960s. From a long-term per-
spective, at least, there is no saving shortfall by this measure.

Fi_gure 3a confirms that while the standard personal saving rate
(“national income definition”) clearly fell belou its historical trend
in the 1980s the ratio of the increase in net worth to disposable
income did not. If anything, the 1at:ter ratio was unusuallv, hish in
the late 1970s and near its long-term trend in the 1980s. ’

Figure 3a

Alternative Personal Saving Rates
(III percent of clisposde income)

8
- 50:

1
0

- 40+

_ P
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- 302
.E
s
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_ &

o~,,,~l,,,l,,,l,,,l,~,l~~~l~~~l~~~i’~’I~’ I,()
1950 1954 1958 1962 1966 1970 1974 1970 1982 1986

National Income increase In Net
Deflnltlon  (Left) Worth (Right)

_______.

Note: The increase in net worth is measured as a 3-year  moving average.
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ofdisposffble i22come) i22

198LW thn22fb7- hy

&x-de since the 19YOx

Table 14 also shows the effect of making some (admittedl!
crude) adjustments to the saving rates for inflation. These adjust-
ments do not radically alter the picture for the national-income-
account personal saving rate but they do dramatically change the
picture for the increase-in-net-worth measure. When corrected for
inflation, the average real increase in household net worth was
higher (as a percentage of disposable income) in 1985-88 than for
any decade since the 19.50s. Figure 3b shows that the low average
inflation-adjusted increases in net worth for the 1960s and 1970s
were largely due to the inflationary outbursts of 1969-70 and
1973-74. This inflation-adjusted measure shows that the high
nominal increases in net worth in the late 1970s were simply a
response to inflation. The inflation-adjusted increase in net worth
in 1985-88 is very close, as a percentage of disposable income, to
what it was before the inflation of the 1970s.

Since the increase in net worth was due in large part to the
appreciation of e?iisting  wealth in the mid- 1980s the wealthy could
afford to increase their consumption expenditures out of current
income while still saving enough (in real terms) for the future. In
this respect, even those who could afford to go on a “spending
spree” were not thereby depleting the value of the nation’s assets.

Figure 3 b

Inflation-Adjusted Personal Saving Rates
(In pmeu t ~~f‘rlisposirblt~ irlconri~)
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Note: The increase in net uvrth is measured as ;I !-year moving axrage.



The data m-e too con-
Indeed, the wealthy were partl!,  creating their own purchasing pov\.-
er through their speculation in the stock market, real estate and

tmdicto;r  y to mpport other asset markets.

meeping genem~izn - In conclusion, the data are too contradictory to support svveep-
tions nltozlt n k2zv?2g ing generalizations about a “saving shortfall” in the ph’ntc  sector.

sbortj&l” i22 the privnte Uhile net corporate saving has fallen slightly, relative to national

sectox income, this decline dates back to the 1970s and is mainh- due to
swollen depreciation allowances and interest costs. Gross business
(corporate and total) saving or cash flow has done extremeI!- n-e11 in
this decade. Although conventiona llv measured personal saving
rates were at historical lou-s in 1985-88, some broader measures
were not, and even the conventional measure partly recovered in
1989. Strictly in an accounting sense, the main source of the fall in
gross national saving as a percentage of GNP in the 1980s vi-as the
increased federal budget deficit, not private saving. Efforts to skirt
this issue by seeking more incentives for private saving are simpl!
off target.
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1n a t e lscussions of “overconsumption” and the “saving11 h d’
shortfall,” the bottom line is whether these alleged problems have
reduced (or will reduce) productive investment. In the final
analvsis, after all, it is productive investment that provides for
economic growth; saving merely finances this investment. It would
be beyond the scope of this report to give a comprehensive analysis
of the determinants of investment here. This section will be
concerned only with the narrow question of whether aggregate
investment spending was held down in the 1980s by the alleged
“saving shortfall.”

Able IS shows that rzet fix.ed investment as a share of XSP (in
current dollars) was substantially lower in the 1980s than in previ-
ous decades, whether measured in current or constant (1982) dol-
lars. The share of net non-residential (business) fised investment is
also lourer in the 1980s than previously, although the difference is
small in real terms (for reasons that will become clear below).

If Ive look at gross rather than net investment, however, I\-e get a
radically different impression. In current dollars, the share of gross
fixed investment in GNP was only slightly lower in the 1980s than
in the 1970s and higher than in the 1960s. For gross non-residen-
tial fixed investment, the share for the 1980s as a whole n-as higher
than for the 1970s as well as for the 1960s; this share fell slightly in
1985-88, but still remained above its 1960s average. In constant
(1982) dollars, the gross fixed investment share was higher in the
1980s than in either of the previous two decades. The same is true
for gross fixed non-residential investment in constant dollars.

One should not be too impressed with the fact that the “real”
(constant dollar) gross fixed investment shares (both total and non-
residential) seem to have been at record highs in 1985-88. Some
(e.g., Roberts, 1989) have interpreted these data to demonstrate the
success of the “Reagan Revolution.” However, the high “real”
shares are a function of the use of 1982 prices as weights in calculat-
ing “real” magnitudes. Reagan’s policies did not induce firms to



spend more current dollars for investment, as a share of GSP, than
they typically spent in the past. Rather, since firms were buying
more of the types of equipment which were falling most rapid]!- in
relative price (especially computers), the use of 1982 prices gives an
exaggerated impression of the proportion of that equipment to
total output in later years.

Table 15
Investment Data
(ill pf7iYllt)

In Current Dollars
1960-69 1970-79 l WO-X8 10X5-HH

Set Fixed InvestmentYAXP

Set  Fixed Son-Resident ia l /P

Set Residential/ASP

6.6% 6.7% 4.8% 4.O’Y0

-3.7 3.; 'i_.. ’ 1_.

2.9 3.0 2.3 2.x

Gross Fixed InvestmentXSP

Gross Fixed Son-ResidentiaVGSP

Gross Residential/GNP

In Constant (1982) Dollars

14.5 15.6 15.4 15.2

9.8 10.; 10.9 10.3

4.7 4.9 4.5 4.9

Set Fixed InvestmentATP 7.2

Set Fixed Son-ResidentialNNP 3.8

Set ResidentialAX’P 3.4

Gross Fixed Investment/GNP 15.5

Gross Fixed Son-Residential/GNP 10.3

Gross ResidentiaUGSP 5.2

Source: BEX, National Income and Product Accounts.

7.0

3.;

3.3

16.4

11.1

5.3

5.3

3.0

2.3

16.5

11.9

1.6

j.9

3.0

2.9

17.1

12.1

5.0
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The better pel fonname
of gvoss investment.. .

indicates cleal-ly  that
the p;r-incipal  factor
depressing Tzet invest-
ment in the 1980s wns

the high rate of depre-
ciation-not ovexo;12-
sump tion.

The really interesting contrast in the investment data is between
the net and gross figures. The better performance of gross invest-
ment-whether in nominal or “real” terms-indicates clearly that
the principal factor depressing net investment in the 1980s was the
high rate of depreciation-not overconsumption. The high rate of
depreciation in turn is the result of two factors: (1) the growth slow-
down of the 1970s and 1980s and (2) a shift toward investment in
capital goods with shorter service lives.

The effect of the growth slowdown on depreciation and net
investment is analyzed by Pieper (1989). Pieper shows that slower
economic growth reduces net investment because “past investment
levels, and thus current depreciation, will be larger relative to cur-
rent investment when output growth is low...” (p. 4). Pieper ar_gues
that the reduction in GNP growth from an average of 3.7 percent
per year in 1948-73 to 2.4 percent in 197347 has made deprecia-
tion charges on the older (pre-1973) capital stock high relative to
current investment spending. In this respect, low net investment
today is not the result of decisions taken today but rather a conse-
quence of changes in the grotvth rate which occurred in the past.

The changing composition of investment can be seen from the
data in Table 16, which gives \.rarious decompositions of real gross
fixed investment expenditures over the last three decades. There is a
pronounced shift away from structures (buildings and fxilities),
which are longer-lived, and toward producers’ durable equipment,
Lvhich is shorter-lived. Only a small part of this overall decline in
structures is due to a fall in the share of residential structures; most
of this decline is due to the sharp decrease in the share of prim-ate
non-residential structures-industria1  and commercial buildings,
transportation and utiliq facilities, etc. Within non-residential
fixed investment, there is an especially notable shift a\vay from
structures and towards equipment. And the greatest proportional
decline of all is in industrial structures-i.e., factory buildings.
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Table 16
Composition of Fixed Investment in Constant 1982 Dollars
(in  p7w77t)

196049 19;0-;9
Shares of Gross Fised Investment

Son-Residential 65.9% 6;.5% ;_‘.c’%, ,0.X%
Residential 34.1 32.5 ,- -_ / ..‘I _“I ’._
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Structures

Equipment

Total

63.-i 56.7 50,s x.5
36.6 -M.! W.3 il.5

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Shares of Son-Residential Fixed Investment

Fquipment

Structures
-ITcal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

.\lemorandum:

Industrial Structures

Shares of Son-ResiJcntial Equipment

Information Processing 11.4 li.9 36.1 4.; .-I
Industrial 34.9 3 1.4 23.0 IO.6

Transportation 25.8 24.7 19.5 18.X

Other 27.9 27.9 2 1.3 18.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: BE.4, Sational Income and Product .kcounts.

If we further disaggregate and look at the types of durable
equipment in which business firms have been investing, we find fur-
ther evidence of a shift toward shorter-lived types. The share of
information processing and related equipment in total non-residen-
tial equipment has risen nearly four-fold, squeezing out all other
types of equipment. The actual extent of this change is debatable
since it depends on the precise conventions adopted by the BEA in
determining “real” purchases of computers and other electronic
equipment.+’ In particular, the use of 1982 prices undoubtedly
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exaggerates the “real” proportion of these goods (and therefore of
total equipment) in later years since their prices fell sharply in the
mid-1980s. But while there is no perfect way of measuring real
investment in such a rapidly changing environment, at least the
direction of the shifts in investment spending is undeniable.

A deeper question is why investment has shifted in the direction
of a higher proportion of shorter-lived types of equipment.
Undoubtedly, the technological innovations which have revolution-
ized electronics and computing and which have brought electronics
devices and computers into every conceivable industry and occupa-
tion, must account for a large part of the surge in the share of infor-
mation processing in total equipment-and in the share of equip-
ment in total fixed investment. The changing composition of
output and location of production also affect the composition of
investment. Deindustrialization” generally, and the manufacturing
trade deficit in particular, imply less demand for new or expanded
&tories. And American corporate managers today seem to be tak-
ing an excessively short-term view of investment decisions, avoiding
the long-term commitments involved in investing in major nen-
industrial plants, while worrying more about leveraged buyouts and
hostile takeover bids.

To what extent should we worry about the rising depreciation
rate? On the one hand, the installation of new plants and equip-
ment brings new technolo_gy on line regardless of ivhether it is
“replacement” or “net” investment. In this respect, the use of net
investment data understates the rate of technical advance in the
economy and gross investment data are surely more reliable. -4s
long as new capital goods are more productive than older n?es,
they contribute to productivity growth whether they are counted as
“replacement” or “net” investments. Indeed, as we have seen, rising
depreciation charges are at least partly a side-effect of rapid techni-
cal advance in today’s economT,._I In regard to the diffusion of nen
technolo_q, then, low net investment rates are not a cause for alarm.

On the other hand, a rising depreciation rate which squeezes
net investment does have potentially severe social costs. In order to
see the problem clearly, consider the extreme case of pure replace-
ment investment with zero net investment and assume (for the sake
of discussion) that all installed equipment is fully utilized. If the
replacement investment embodies pure labor-saving technical
change,” then the resulting productkin_  3crowth will come entire11
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at the expense of lower emplovment  (less \\.orkers if-ill be operating

There  is no evidence the same number of machines to produce the same quantit\-  of out-

tbnt either gross 01” net
il2uestmen t spe?2&2g  i22
the Chited  St&es in
the 1980s wm COIZ-
strailzed  ly a sboztage
of sauing.

put). In this case, only net investment (in additional machines) cm
offset the rise in labor productivitv  and keep employment  from
falling. Admittedly, this is an extreme example. But the point
remains that a situation in which there is little net investment is one
which may generate a tendenc\,  tov;ard structural unemplo\-nlent  in
industn; even if that tendency can be offset bi- other factors (e.g.,
the rise of labor-intensive service activities).

In this respect, the falling share of net im.estment  is a potential
source of concern. But nothing in this anal\+ suggests that the
low rate of net investment results from “overconsunnl~tion” or inad-
equate saving. On the one hand, Pieper’s anal\-sis suggests that lo\\.
net investment is partly a bjyoduct of the gron,th slo~~do\\~~  of the
last t~vo decades, relative to the posh\-N  boom. On the other hand,
low net investment is also caused b7’ the shift to\\.ard investment in
capital goods \vith shorter service lives, which is a function of tech-
nological change and the overall economic environment. The onl\~
wav to increase net investment is b\- raising the gro\\.th rate and
gross investment spending. Cutting ~mss consumption is not a
solution for low net investment which is due to :I high depreciation
rate. Depressing consumer demand ~~)uld on]!- depress gross
investment spending, as firms u-ill not invest more if the\. do not

.perceive an expanding market for their products.

There is no evidence that either gross or net investment spend-
ing in the United States in the 1980s ~~1s constrained b!. a shortage
of saving. Indeed, as shown in the previous section, the lo\\, net pri-
vate saving rate is largely an artifact of the high depreciation
rate-the same factor which is depressing net investment-and cm-
not therefore be regarded as an independent cause of the latter.
And gross investment spending performed relatively well in the
198Os, which is not surprising since the corporate cash flow-the
main source of financing for business fised investment-\+ras robust.

Of course, the relatively good performance of gross investment
spending (as a share of GNP) in the 1980s came at a severe price:
the United States relied on foreign capital inflows to finance
domestic investment to an extent unprecedented in recent history.
As shown in Table 12 above, negative net foreign investment-
increasing our net indebtedness to the rest of the world-has been
required to bridge the gap between national saving and domestic
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investment. This borrowing from abroad is the other side of the

while the U.S. exter- coin of the US. trade deficit, which in turn holds down the growth

22nl i77zbalance  is a of domestic production and thus contributes to the appearance of
private “overconsumption.” While the U.S. external imbalance is a

legitimate source of legitimate source of concern, the evidence in this report shows that
comem, the evidence in it does not result from a “spending spree” by ordinary American

this repo7Lt shorn that it families.
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Policy Iinplications

There is little economic
jmtjfic~ti022  for policies
specific ff 11,1 desig22  ed to
discow*~e  perso22d
co22sump  tio22 n 22d
e22cozmge  peno22nl sm-
i22g.  Certff in!)!, there  is
220 szfpport  for the
22otion  tht the rich
need more t/rs h-enks.

lh’1s report has shown that the appearance of massive “overcon-
sumption” in the late 1980s is largely a result of the squeeze on
average fJmilv incomes resulting from the sluggish gro\i.th of
domestic production. To the extent that consumption spending ~-as
unusuall?. high, the evidence suggests that this phenomenon uras
largely confined to the wealthiest households-roughly, the upper
ten percent who received most of the benefits from Reagan’s tax
cuts, from the increased value of financial and other assets, from
high interest income and from the com.ersion of corporate equin.
into cash due to leveraged bu!routs. \\hat appear to ha\re been
extraordinarillr  low rates of net pri\,ate sa\Glg and investment are
mainh- the result of extraordinaril>r  high depreciation rates-not a
decline in private thrift. To put it simpl!; the average American
consumer is not to blame for the nation’s economic problems.

These findings are of critical importance for confronting the
polic!. challenges of the 1990s. If most Americans are not really on

a spending spree, if the shortf311 of private domestic saving has been
exaggerated and if investment has not been constrained b\* “o\ver-
consumption,” then there is little economic justification for policies
specifically designed to discourage personal consumption and
encourage personal saving. Certainly, there is no support for the
notion that the rich need more tax breaks (on capital gains, divi-
dends, etc.) in order to increase the private saving rate. On the
contrary, all the evidence suggests that the rich have spent a veq
large part of the increases in their income and wealth in the past
decade and that this spending has contributed significantly to the
false impression of a generalized consumption binge. Reagan’s
198 1 tax cuts were based on the supply-side belief that wealthy
households would respond positively to incentives for saving more
(higher after-tax rates of return). This didn’t work in the 1980s and
there is no reason to believe it will work in the 1990s.

Rather than giving more tax breaks to those who have benefited
most from the income tax rate reductions of the 198Os, we need to
look for tax reforms that could discourag_e overborrowing_. encour-
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age productive uses of capital and raise government revenue without
worsening the distribution of income. Some useful proposals along
these lines are found in McIntyre (1 SSS), Anderson (1 OSO),
Musgrave  (1989), and Pechman (1989). They all advocate raising
the marginal tax rate on the highest income brackets, as well as
some additional measures such as taxing unrealized capital gains at
death, eliminating the deductibility of corporate interest payments
and instituting a transfer tax on asset transactions (also suggested bq
Summers, 1989).

It is often argued, even by t.hose who would grant many of these
points, that broad-based sacrifices are still justified by the need to
raise the national saving rate in order to lovver the cost of capital for
American business. Aside from the distributional question of n-ho
should make the sacrifices, the main problem with this ar_gument  is
the implicit assumption that more incentives for saving will auto-
matically call forth greater domestic productive investment b\- low-
ering the cost of capital. Even supposing that saving incentiv-es
could be effective and would lourer  the cost of capital--u.hich  is far
from obvious-it  is doubtful that this \\-ould  havre a significant posi-
ti1.e impact on productive investment.

A number of recent theoretical and empirical studies of im-est-
ment4j have shown that the co,St of capital explains at most onh-
part of investment spending and that other f:,lctors are at least as
important. Three other variables are also found to be significant in
determining investment spending: the growth of demand for firms’
products (the “accelerator effect”), the capaciq utilization rate and
firms internal profitabiliq  (“cash flovv”). The importance of these
variables confirms businesspeople’s common sense views about
uhat influences their investment decisions.

The nevv research on investment thus supports a fundamental
Keynesian  insight: even if raising the ovrerall saving rate would lo\{,-
er the cost of capitdl,  it u.ould not necessaril>T succeed in promoting
additional investment-especislly if the growth of consumer
demand ~~1s reduced in order to generate the additional sa\-ing. No
matter how lovv is the cost of capital, firms xvi11 not invest unless
the?. perceive an expanding market for the products which can be
produced with the increased productive capacity and unless the>
have an adequate cash flovv. J toreover, lenders will be reluctant to
lend to firms that do not have adequate cash flow. Therefore,
efforts to encourage saving at the expense of consumption are likel)
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to be counterproductive: even if the saving rate rises and the cost of
capital falls, depressed demand (and utilization and profitabili~)
would tend to discourage investment and incomes (along with the
total level of saving) could end up louver as a result.H

Indeed, gross investment spending Lvould not have been as
robust as it was in the 1980s if onl!? the cost of capital mattered.
Real interest rates averaged -I.2 percent in the 1980s as compared
with -0.7 percent in the 1970s and 1.1 percent in the 1 c)ciO~.~~
Nevertheless, the rapid expansion of demand in the post- 1982
recovery and the adequate corporate cash flo~v helped to keep gross
investment spending up to historical levels, relative to GSP. High
interest rates may have had more impact on the composition of
investment (especially the decline in long-lived projects) than on the
total amount.

Rather than trying to sa1.e more in order to stimulate more
investment, we need to produce more in order to generate the high-
er incomes out of which high levels of saving and investment can be
sustained. Efforts to make the United States econom!.  more pro-
ductive at home and more competitive abroad are difficult and
complex to pursue. There are no simple or magic solutions, such as
consumption taxes or saving incentives. But the first step in con-
ceptualizing sound poliq must be a clear definition of kvhat the
problem is and what it is not. The problems of the ,4merican  econ-
omy cannot be attributed to excessive spending by the alTerage
American consumer.
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macroeconomics, the theory of aggregate consumer behavior is
summarized in the “consumpti.on function.” A commonly used
consumption function is of the: general form,

(4.1) C=n+bI;+cK

where C is personal consumption expenditures, J(i is personal dis-
posable income, Wis personal wealth and IZ, b, and c are positive
constants (behavioral parameters). Other variables, such as pro,xies
for demographic shifts, can then be added to (A.1). In order to
obtain an expression for the consumption-national product ratio we
simply divide (A.l) through by national product, K

For econometric reasons, it is preferable to estimate (A.2) instead of
(‘4. l)? Moreover, the “consumption binge” argument is based on
the high C/Y ratio in 1985-88..

Before proceeding further, it is important to clear up the dis-
tinction between using NKP vrersus GNP as the measure of the
national product (I’). As expla.ined in the text, the difference
between GNP and NNP is economic depreciation or “capital con-
sumption allowances” (CCA). Thus:

(4.3) NNP = GNP - CC4 = (1 - CCA/GNP)GNP

Equation (A.3), which is an accounting identity, shows clearly that
an increase in the depreciation. rate (CCMGNP) will reduce XXP,
for any given level of national product (GNP), completely indepen-
dent of consumer behavior. Since our intention is to focus on con-
sumer behavior and not to int.roduce  any error due to changes in
the depreciation rate, it is preferable to use GNP as a measure of K

In their study of O~le?-colzsz1~~zptio12,  Hatsopoulos, Krugman and
Poterba (HKP, 1989) estimated a consumption function based on



(r\.Z), using IXXP as their measure of national product and  adding
percentage of the population under 16 as a proxy for life-c!.cle fac-
tors.t8 HKP’s main innovation 1~;~s  to include a measure of after-
tax household cash receipts from corporate takeovers. The lo&
behind this variable is that equin_  owners have been unexpectedI!*
forced to convert stock into cash bv leveraged burTouts  and ha1.e
spent a sizeable share of this cash windfall rather than saving most
of it. Since disposable income does not include these cash receipts
but is reduced by the capital gains taxes paid on them, HW add the
estimated capital gains taxes on ca’sh receipts back into the dispos-
able income series in order to avoid a spurious inverse correlation
between disposable income and after-tax cash receipts.

HKP’s results, which are presented in colmnn (1) of Table A- 1,
are consistent with the analysis in this paper. Out of a total increase
in personal consumption of 4.7 percent of IXSP from 1970-79 to
1985437,  they attribute 1.8 percentage points to increased dispos-
able income (which, as thev acknon+edge, is mainh- due to higher
interest income), 0.8 to increased household net uyorth  and 0.7 to
higher after-tax cash receipts from corporate takeovers. Thus a
total of 3.3 percentage points, or about 70 percent of the rota1
increase in consumption relative to LXSP, is attributed to factors
which generallv reflect the increased income and nealth of the rich
in the 1980s. Another 1 .O percentage points (7 1 percent of the
total) are attributed to the falling proportion of the population
under 16.

There are a few problems with HELP’s estimates, however. First,
the positive estimated effect of cash receipts from corporate take-
overs, while intuitively plausible, is of low statistical significance.
Second, HKP’s equation has first-order autocorrelated (ARI) least
squares residuals, as reflected in the significant “rho” coefficient in
column (1) of Table A-l. .IRl residuals can be a sign of a missing
(or incorrectly measured) variable in time series regressions. And
third, the authors deflate all the variables by SXP, Lvhich  is affected
by the depreciation rate independently of consumer behavior.

These considerations suggest a few modifications to HELP’s
model. First, I replace the population-under- 16 variable with
another demographic indicator, Christian’s (1989) ratio of “prime
savers” to “prime borrowers” (population -FS-6Wpopulation  25-H),
which is known to be highly correlated with the personal saving
rate (see Figure 4). Second, I use G-VP as the measure of national



Table A- 1
Estimated Consumption Functions

‘I’ariable

l/Real Sational Product
Per Capita

Adjusted” Personal Disposable
Incomefiational  Product

Household Set
1\hrth/‘Sational  Product

Cash Receipts from Corporate
Takeovers”/Sational  Product

Population Under 161
Total Population

Prime Savers (-IS-64)/
Prime Borrowers (25-44)

(Equation)

(1) (3

28 .I7

(.lO) (. 10)

.83 .86

(.03) (.03)

.03 .02

(.Ol) (.Ol)

.59 .ji
(.-I?) (.36)

77-.__

C.06)

-.06
C.01)

Rho .39

(.18)

R2 .91 .87

Durbin-\\htson C 1.73

Notes: The dependent variable is personal consumption expenditures/national
product. Standard errors are in parentheses. See Table 9 for sources of the data.

(1) is the equation estimated by Hatsopoulos et al. (1989),  usin? an AR1
procedure (unspecified, but probabl!,  Cochran-Orcutt), aith annual data for
19504;. Sational product is measured by XQ’.

(2) vx estimated by the author using OLS,  with annual data for 1950-88.
Sational product is measured by GSP

a. Disposable income is adjusted b>- adding on the estimated capital gains taxes
paid on cash receipts, to avoid a spurious negative correlation of these two
variables. See text for more explanation.

b. Defined as after-tax household cash realizations from merger and acquisition
activin: Estimates for 1950-85  were taken from Hatsopoulos et al. (1989, Table
\?I). kevised estimates for 1986-87 and the estimate for 1988 were constructed
using the same methodolo8,  with assistance from James Poterba. See endnote
49 for more details.

c. Sot reported.



income. In addition, I am able to include an extra observation
(1988 data) in my regression, as well as to use revised data for
1986-87. ,1Iy results are given in column (2) of Table A-1.

Figure 4

Personal Saving and Demographic Change
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Source: Sational  Income and Product .-\ccounts  nnd Census Bureau.

The main differences between my results and HELP’s are as fol-
lows. First, using GNP and the prime savers-borrowers  ratio elimi-
nates the autocorrelation of the residuals. The other coefficients
change only slightly-higher for the marginal propensiv  to con-
sume out of disposable income, lower for the wealth and cash
receipts effects. The cash receipts variable is still not significant at
the 5 percent level but has a higher t-statistic (about 1.6 versus 1.4).
Although the R’ appears lower for equation (2) than for (l), the R’s
are not really comparable since the equations have different depen-
dent variables (consumption/GNP versus consumption/NNP).

Equation (2) from Table A-l is used to derive the estimates of
the sources of increased consumption in Table 9 in the text. The
main difference from HKP’s  results is that my equation shows a rel-
atively bigger demographic effect and relatively smaller income and
wealth effects (including cash receipts). Nevertheless, the qualitative
implications are the same: after controlling for demographic shifts,



most of the remaining increase in the consumption-national
income ratio, however measured, is due to higher interest income,
personal wealth and cash receipts.

The strength of the demographic variable in the econometric
estimation may be surprising, in light of the mixed evidence for the
life-cycle hypothesis discussed in the text. When no demographic
variable is included in the consumption function, however, the
residuals become highly autocorrelated (showing the same pattern
as the savers-borrowers ratio in Figure 4) and the coefficients on
the other variables become unstable. Unless this variable is picking
up the effects of some other, unobserved factor, it is necessay to
explain why the demographic effect is so strong in the time-series,
in spite of the lack of evidence for life-cycle saving behavior in the
survey data.

It is important in this regard to distinguish the pure life-cycle
hypothesis from a more general demographic view. The pure
hypothesis assumes that people save only for retirement and tp to
consume their accumulated wealth in old age. Even if this is not
generally true, people may still save the most in their prime earning
years. This could explain why the prime savers-borrowers ratio is
so significant, in spite of the high average propensity to save of the
elderly (Danziger et nl., 1982 -83).

In any case, the only point of including the age-composition
variable is to control for potential demographic effects, in order to
prevent the coefficients on the other variables from being biased by
an omitted variable. All the other coefficients which we are inter-
ested in take on believable magnitudes when the prime savers-bor-
rowers ratio is included.



Ehdnotes

1. For example, Robert J. Samuelson (1989) justifies his assertion
of a “spending spree” by counting the number of micron-aves, tele-
visions, I’CRs, automobiles and other durable consumer goods pur-
chased bemeen 1983 and 1988. He does not provide comparable
figures on washers and dryers purchased behveen 195 3 and 195 8 or
color T‘/ls bought between 1963 anid 1968.

2. Clearl!; most professional economists seem uncomfortable v\.ith
the popular notion that individual consumers have suddenI\-
changed their attitudes toward thrift. Summers and Carroll ( 1987,
pp. 62 1, 634) argqe that, “u-hen hist:orical trends and current
macroeconomic conditions are taken into account, private and per-
sonal saving have not been unusuall!, lo\{\; and ma\. even ha1.e been
abnormally high, over the past five yb’ears.... The forces causing pri-
vate saving to decline... are all basicallv benign.”

Nevertheless, few economists who have written in support of
the “overconsumption” and “saving shortfall” hvpotheses  1lav.e been
able to avoid the temptation to emplov moralistic language. For
example, Friedman’s (1989) book, ’entitled Dn)! of Reckoning. is
replete with religious metaphors and Biblical quotes, while
Bosworth (1989, p. 27) alludes to “the p/en.wr~es  of the spending
binge” (emphasis added). This kind of terminolo_~  seems to sup-
port the popular impression that the fault lies in individual profli-
gacy even when that is not implied by the author’s analysis.

3. The advocacy of consumption taxation antedates the current
concern about the mid-l 980s “consumption binge.” See, e.g.,
Boskin (1983).

4. According to official Commerce Department statistics, the US.
went from a net credit position of $140.9 billion in 1981 to a net
debt position of $532.5 billion in 1988. However, these estimates
have been criticized (see Ulan and Dewald, 1989; Eisner and
Pieper,  1989),  mainly on the ground that direct foreign investment
is evaluated at historical cost. Since US. direct investment abroad
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tends to be older than foreign direct investment in the U.S., the
official measure greatly undervalues the former. Uhen appropriate
corrections are made, the US. net debt appears much smaller but
the U.S. international investme.nt  position still declined in the
1980s. For example, Eisner and Pieper’s series based on current
market values of direct foreign investment, gold and Third ITlbrld
loans shows a peak net credit of-$3392  billion in 1980 and a net
debt of $117.1 billion in 1988.

5. Actually, the current account equals net exports of goods and ser-
vices plus net unilateral transfers; the latter are ignored here.

6. In calendar year 1988, these lbalances  were all in the red to the
tune of approximately $120 billion, with the exact amount depend-
ing on the measure used. The balance-of-payments accounts show a
current account deficit of $117 billion, with net exports of goods
and serl-ices equal to $-112 billi.on  (excluding $15 billion of net uni-
lateral transfers to foreigners). The national income accounts she\\.
a savings-investment shot-&l1 of $108 billion, with net foreign
investment of $- I I8 billion and a $10 billion “statistical discrepan-
c):” The national income accounts report “net exports of goods and

services” of only S-74 billion but this figure excludes $20 billion of
L7.S. government interest payments to foreigners and other smaller
items included in the balance-of-payments accounts.

7. Eisner (1986, 1989b) and Heilbroner and Bernstein (1989) ha\-e
atgued that there is virtually no “real” government deficit (state,
local and federal combined), once corrections are made for the
reduced value of the national debt due to inflation and the portion
of government expenditures wh.ich should be counted as public
im.estment. However one measures the level of the government’s
fiscal position, there can be no doubt that the structural budget
deficit has increased in the 1980s and in this sense public sector
sa\-ing has certainly decreased.

8. Some overconsumption/undersaving arguments hinge on intrlr-
rzhourll  comparisons, in uhich the U.S. compares unfavorably I\-ith
competitor nations such as Japan. This paper will not explicith-
address such comparisons but many of the issues of measurement
and causaliy raised here are also relevant to assessing the validin- of
those comparisons. See HayJshLi (1986) for some of the factors
vi-hi& account for Japan’s high measured saving rate.



9. It is problematic to compare these four years n-ith  entire past
decades, since 1985-88 were all recove? years, vvhile the complete
decades include both recession and recoveq periods. \\e make this
type of comparison here because it is frequently made in the over-
consumption literature. An alternative perspective, based on cyclical
peak-to-peak growth rates, is given in Table 8, belo\\\:

10. Personal disposable income includes all “factor income” (Lvages,
salaries, benefits, interest, dividends, rent and proprietary, income)
of households, plus transfer payments (welfare, social securin; etc.),
minus personal income taxes and personal contributions for social
insurance (individuals’ part of social securir  and other pay-roll tases).

11. This point has been emphasized by consemative  economists
such as Barro (1989). In their view, “rational” households vii11  natu-
rally consume a higher proportion of their current income v\.hen
the value of their existing wealth rises since the increase in Lvealth
substitutes for current saving. On t’his basis, Barro discounts the
idea that a higher consumption rate out of current income indicates
a decline in individual thriftiness.

12. No consumer expenditure survevs were conducted benveen
1972-73 and 1980-81. Since that time, survreys have been conducted
more regularly: there was a 1982-83 survey, followed by, annual sur-
veys starting in 1984. For an analysis of the growth of aggregate
consumption that corrects for the effects of the business cycle see
Table 8, below.

13. The picture looks very similar if total, instead of per capita, con-
sumption is used. The picture 1ook:s even more dramatic if the
fixed-weight consumer price index is used to deflate nominal con-
sumption expenditures, instead of the implicit price deflator uhich
is used here. Figures la and 1 b thus present the most conservative
view possible of the extent to which the growth of real per capita
consumption in the 1980s lagged behind previous trends.

14. This argument is also supported by the evidence on consumer
borrowing in the 1980s. Pollin  (1989) shows that the rising debt-
income ratio for U.S. households in the 1980s reflected “necessitous
borrowing” by lower- and middle-income households (due to lower
or stagnant real incomes), as well as “speculative borrowing” among
the wealthy (borrowing to finance asset purchases).



15. This definition does not include government interest and trans-
fer payments, which are not purchases of goods or services.

16. Note that the net exports deficit of $73.7 billion shown in Table
4 is much lower than the other measures of the trade deficit for rea-
sons explained in endnote 6.

17. Of course, tax incentives for investment may influence the kinds
of capital goods that firms buy but not the way that the economic
depreciation of those goods is calculated once they are in place.

18. The reasons for this rise in capital consumption allowances will
be discussed in the section on investment, below.

19. The percentages in Tables 3 and 5 cannot be compared directly
because consumption always appears to be a smaller share of GSP
than XXP. However, proportional increases can be calculated b!-
taking the absolute change in the percentage of consumption in
GNP or icXP and dividing it by the average for the base period.
For example, the proportional increase in personal consumption as
a share of GLNP from 1970-79 to 1980-88 is only 3.8 percent, com-
pared with 5.6 percent as a share of KKP.

20. Note that gross domestic purchases are equivalent to the
“domestic expenditures” in the macro identity on page 2, above.
This variable is sometimes also referred to as “absorption.”

2 1. Prior to 1983, the U.S. generally had trade surpluses by thisI
broad definition (which includes net income from foreign inrest-
ments), so that GNP used to exceed domestic purchases.

72. Of course, government purchases were unusually high in the
1960s due to the \?etnam \&Tar.

Z 3. However, there is evidence for a falling rate of public invest-
ment. See Aschauer  (1989).

24. This phrase was suggested bv Paul Davidson.cc

25. The author’s research on the causes of the trade deficit n-ill be
reported in Blecker (forthcoming).

26. Often, this point is expressed differentlv: the real exchange rate
consistent ivith balanced trade falls secularly over time. Ho\i-el-er.
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the dollar clearh- did not fall enough to achieve balanced trade in
the 1980s so in this sense declining competitiveness did contribute
to the trade deficit.

27. These growth rates are calculated bv a linear interpolationc
beween the quarterly cyclical peaks. I am indebted to *\filton
Lower for suggesting this manner of presenting the data. .4n alter-
native calculation using log-linear least squares regression would
show slightly higher growth rates for consumption in the 1980s.
However, the regression approach is biased because of the steep tilt
imparted to the trend line by the prolonged recession of 1980-82.

28. Strictlv speaking, there were two business cl-cles in the 1080s:
an abbreviated one from 1980-I to 1981-111, and a more extended
one from 1981-111 to the present. Since the 1981 reco\‘er\. ux
extremely weak and short-lived, the entire period 1980-I’to 1 WO-
n7 (the most recent quarter for lvhich data are available) is treated
as one clcle.

29. Hatsopoulos et d. used the consumption-SSP ratio, w-hich is
biased by the effects of increased capital consumption allon-antes as
discussed above.

30. Bosworth  (1989) arcgues that the wealth-income ratio in the
1980s is not high relative to the more distant past, such as the
1960s; rather, this ratio u-as unusually depressed in the 1970s.
However, this point is irrele\-ant  for explaining why the co~~su~np-

tion-GSP ratio rose from the 1970s to the 1980s \\.hich is the
comparison most studies of “overconsumption” have focused on.

3 1. I would like to thank James Poterba for help in extending this
series to 1988.

32. This estimate is consistent with the estimated coefficient of .59
in Hatsopoulos et al. (1989). See the ,Appendix for more details.

33. The purpose of including this variable is to make sure that the
estimated effects of the other variables are not representing an
omitted demographic effect. It is important to emphasize that
allowing for some influence of demographic factors is not equiva-
lent to accepting the full-fledged life-cycle hypothesis. For further
discussion of the theoretical and econometric rationale for includ-
ing this variable see the Appendix.
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34. The data in this paragraph and the one following are from
Mishel and Simon (1988, pp. 3 l-32).

3 5. Cantor (1989) argues that interest income is not highly concen-
trated, based on Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data. In 1986, for
example, federal personal income tax returns with adjusted gross
incomes (AGI) of $50,000 and above, which accounted for 9.2 per-
cent of all returns, accounted for 34.7 percent of all AGI and 33.2
percent of reported interest income (St(lti~ti~1~lA~~st7-nct  of the cizited
States  1989, Table 509). But this data is misleading for hvo reasons:
first, many truly wealthy taxpayers can reduce their AGI substan-
tially with tax shelters and business or investment losses; and sec-
ond, many gpes of interest (e.g., on municipal bonds) are not sub-
ject to federal taxation and are therefore not included in the IRS
data.

36. Since the national debt is measured at the end of the federal fis-
cal year, I used third-quarter GNP (at an annual rate) to calculate
these percentages. Data are from the BE=\ and Economic Z&xton-.
December 1989.

37. iqhether the budget deficit also contributed to high real mter-
est rates is more debatable. Uhile neoclassical economists (general-
ly, the same ones who maintain the overconsumption hypothesis)
claim that the fiscal deficit causes high interest rates which “crovjd
out” private investment, both “new classical” (e.g., Evans, 1985 and
1987) and Keynesian  (e.g., Eisner, 1989b) economists deny this.
The latter attribute high interest rates mainly to monetar!. polic>-
and ar_gue that expansionary fiscal policy can even “crovvd in”
imvestment.

38. The effect of the federal budget deficit on income distribution
is emphasized by Baldani and Michl (1987) and Alichl ( 1990 ) .

39. Examples of studies which use net saving rates are Bosworth
( 1989),  Nordhaus (1989), Hatsopoulos et N/. (1989) and Summers
and Carroll (1987). Summers and Carroll adjust the net saving rates
for inflation and divide by full-employment GNP, while the other
studies cited here just take nominal net saving as a percentage of net
national product or national income.

-lo. See Denison (1988), vf.ho criticizes these conventions, and
Young (1989), who defends them.



41. See Alishel (1988, 1989) for e.vidence on deindustrialization.

42. I use this term in the sense of Pasinetti’s (1981) definition of
pure “mechanizing” technical progress: the labor output ratio
decreases continuously, while the capital-output ratio remains con-
stant.

43. See Eisner (1978), Chirinko and Eisner (1982, 1(X7)3), Abel and
Blanchard (1986), Fazzari and Alott (1986-87), Fazzari and _ithe>T
(1987) and Fazzari, Hubbard, and Peterson (1988a and 1988b).

44. For an argument along these lines see Davidson (198 1).

45. These interest rate figures are taken from Dornbusch r’t N/.

(1989, p. 13).

46. r\ccording to some models, if a vf.ealth term is included, it is
redundant to include capital income in disposable income.
Han-ever, as long as there are some liquidit\-  constraints on spend-
ing out of wealth, the use of total disposable income ITMI~ he justi-
fied.

47. Even if C is measured as real per capita spending, it tends to
grow exponentially over time. This means that the variance of C
increases over time, which can result in heteroscedastic errors. The
ratio C/y, on the other hand, tends to have a more constant sari-
ante.

48. The logic of this variable is straightforvvard:  people 16 years old
and older consume more than children under 16. This variable u-as
apparently settled on after an admittedly /I(I bar specification search.
However, it does not capture the age distinctions which are of the
greatest importance for the lifecycle hypothesis.

49. The formula for estimating this variable is:

(Value of mergers & acquisitions x cash share)
x [household equity/(total other equity - foreign equity)]
x [l - (5 x capital gains tax rate)].

For 1968-88, the value of mergers, & acquisitions and the cash share
are taken from Grimm’s 121el-ge7stdrt Rezliezr; the cash share includes
half of the combined (cash plus debt) share. Earlier data were
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extrapolated by Hatsopoulos et al. based on other sources. The data
on equity ownership used to compute the household share of
domestically owned equity (excluding mutual funds) are from the
Federal Reserve’s F~OZLJ of Fzds  accounts; annual averages of quar-
terly data were used. The capital gains tax rate is the maximum or
marginal rate; it is multiplied by .5 assuming that the basis of the
stockholders’ shares was half of their sale price.
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